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This supplement to the'1979-80 Reading/Literature Released
Exercise Set (no." 11-RL-25) contains only copies of the passages
for alle1979-80 released .open-endcd (responding t- written works)
items, including documentation pages, scoring guides and numerous
sam#18 responses illustrative of the various score points listed
on the scoring guides. All other released exercises and
documentaticin for the 1979-80 reading/literature assessment may be
foUnd in the primary volume mentioned above.
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H-401000-13113-2,3*

Read the story below and then answer the questions on the next two pages.

Somebody's Son
He sat, washed on the side of the highway, a slim, sun-

beaten driftwood of a,youth. He was hunched on his strapped-
together suitcase, chin on hands, elbows on knees, staring
down the road. Not a car was in sight. Except for him, the
dead, still Dakota plains were empty.

Now he was eager to write that letter he had kept putting
off. Somehow, writing it would be almost like having
company.

He unstrapped his suitcase and fished out a small unopen-
ed package of stationery frOm the pocket on the underside of
the lid. Sitting down in -the gravel of the roadside, he closed
the suitcase and used it as a desk.

Dear Mom,
'If Dad will permit, I would like to come home. I

know, there's little chance he will. I'm not going to
kid myself. I remember he said Once if I ever ran off
I might as well keep on going. 0

All I can say is that I felt leaving home was some-
thing I had to do. Before even considering,college, I
wanted to find out more about life and about me and
the best way for us (life and me) to live with each
other. Please tell Dadand I guess this'll make him
sore'all over againI'm still not certain that college
is the answer for me. I think I'd like to work for a
time and think it over.

You won't be able to reach me by mail, because
I'm not sure where I'll be next. But in a few days I
hope to be passing by our place. If there's any chance
Dad will have me back, please ask him to tie a white
cloth to the apple tree in the south pastureyou know
the one, the Grimes Golden beside the tracks. I'll be,
going by on the train. If there's no cloth 'on the tree
I'll just quietly, and without any hard feelings toward
DadI mean thatkeep on going.

Love,
David

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE

1.4
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M 1....401.000-13113-2 3*

(Continued)

s

Think about the story again: What kind of person is David? Describe

David in a few words on the line below.

E. What was it about the story that led you to describe David the way you

did in Question D? Write your answer on the lines below.

a

DO NOT CONTINUE
UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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NAEP No.: H-40106-8423 *
ti

Exercise Type:

Pasiage Type:

1979-80 Obl4ctive:

1979-80 Suboblective:

Parts A,B,C - Multiple Choice
Parts D,E -'Open Ended

Literary / Other ,Prose

Parts A,B,C Comp,rehends written
worki
Part D,E - Responds to written
works in interpretive and
evaluative ways.

Parts A,E -.Comprehends words and
lexical relationships
Part C - Comprehends textual
relationships
Part D,E - Extends understanding
of written,works through
interpretation

NAEP Scoring: Paits A,B,C
. Parts D,E -

Ages

National Results: 02* A
01* H
01* C
00 D
01. D

- Mackine.Scored
Hand Scored

_13

91.16
'94.73
61.69
5.25-

21.65

_17_,

96.62
97.53
78.71
2.30

13.64
70-3 ,D 45.58 42,41
05* D 26.99 41.40
07 D .04 .09
08 D .02 (.0()

09 D .15
01 EC 72.57 83.77
01 EF '.02 .13
01, ESR 3.78 5.S9
00 EN 5.25 2.30
01 EN 45.67 A2.43
02 EN 21.27 30.15
03 EN 5.31 9;86
04. EN .44 1,117

05 EN .00 .22
08 EN 22'.07, 13.87

197§-80
Package Exercise:

Total Time in Seconds:

1003 1006

0350 03.19



The /range dof response percentage values listed for the
open-ended poqtiori cf this eNercise represent both
acceptable responses, ,which are marked with an asterisk
(*) . and unacceptable responses (all opera). In

addition, them score points marked with the second
alphabetic codes (C,F,SR or N) refer ,back to the second
and third categorizations on the scoring, guide.
Cwcontent, F -form, SRsublective reaction, and Nwnumber
of pieces of evidence. For convenience, score point's 1

and 2 have been combined into , and score points 4 and 5
have been combined ihto 5*. exercisqs. without, a

score point 1 on the scoring guide, the petcentage value
for score point 1 on the documentation page consists of

responses from score point 2 only.

I
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5&R,RINO GUIDE -- RESPONDING TO LITERATURE
'EXPLAINING RESPONSES TO LITERATURE

Inferencing--Character
"Somebody's Son"
H-401000-818-2,3

Age 13, Package 10, Exercise' 3
Age 17, Package 10, Exercise 6

G neral Scoring Rati6nale: Since the respon4ips to
literature objective was formulated to address
"deliberate, conscious kinds of .interbretatton," a
successful response not only sho.Uld identify a
character trait appropriate to David but,Also should
explain the giVen interpretation 'by relating it to the

. text. Evidence 'can be given 'by citing specific events
in the text or special Aspects of the construction of
the text.

NOTE: 'Rating should, in general, be done by taking the
entire student response, bit° consideration without
regard to what is actually written in the space
prov.ided for the first' part and for the second part of
the response. If reasons (substantial) are given in
the first part they are valid. .The same is' true for
character traits identified in thck,second part.
Caution should, howeverl.be7used, as'this often 'WS-
to a tendency 'to rewrite', the responses.

'Categorizations should reflectl'as clotely. as possible,
what, respondents actually wrote.'

Scoring Guide CategOries: t-

I. First. 'Categorization--Identification and
substanfiati9n of*character traits. This takes

,into account both open-ended parts.

'1 ,7 Unable to -identify character traits.
Respondents do not do the They refer to
the text", but do not Answer even the' first.
question.

A. Only an opinion aboUt the, action of the
oharacter is offered, i6Ch as: "Dsyid
..1.1oiddn'thave left home.".

B. Some material, is quoted from the text with
no clear identification of character,
(including quoting title).

7 1'



C, The identification and substantiation of
character seam unrelated to the text,

PI, An observation about the story is made, for
example: "The title is misleading,"

2 I Character trait identified without

oanno go on, They identify a character
trait(e) but do not aubetentiate the ohoice(s)
with evidence from the text. Responses tend to
provide; 1) circular evidence, 2) a copy or
close paraphrase of the text, 3) vague reasons,
or 4)' only a subjective remotion as
substantiation,

3 4 qtlArAKAAILIJIRA_Litnt4fifid and substantiated
espon on a en y

a7FFEEFF--EFUTTiT---ind subatantiate their
ohoice(a) with only one reason or piece of
evidence related to t'e text.

A. Refison can be direotly related to the text,
for example: "Nice, he wants to como
home."

1'

B. Reason can be inferred from the text.

Cti ,Reason can be inaccurate, if it is related
to the text, for example: "Smart, since he
finally decided to go to, college."

. Reason can be based on personal experience
that is related to the text.

1

E. Reason can be unusual, such as: "Sunburned
from sitting out on the roadi" or' "Lost,
out in. the road with no one around ,for
miles."

F. Reason can refer. to (but, not retell)
,..specific places in th:, '.:ext, for example:
"The letter" is not ,specific enough. Also,
referring to the place where -.specific
adjectives e quoted from' is merely a
circular reason.

4 '= Charactertrait identified and substantiated.
Respondents identify character trait(s) and
substantiate their choice(s) with at least two.

-reasons or pieces of eyidence related to the

0
8



,7text.. However, the evidence may be presented
in an ambiguous fashion or be of the types
described in 3C-3F. Reasons must be distinct- -
not instances of the same reason such as: "It
had sad parts not any ,,happy parts." Ipis is
a restatement of the same reason. Other
instances of single reasons are when it takes
two bits of information to make a single point,
for example: (wanted to think things over) "He
said he wanted to come home, but 'he didn't
think he was-ready for college."

5 = Character trait identified and substantiated in
a coherent fashion. Respondents identify
character trafETET, and substantiate their
choice(s) with at least two reasons or pieces
of evidence clearl related , to the
text--directly re a e or can be readily
inferred. The reasons are presented logically
and coherently.

NOTE: The following types of papers were
classified as indicated and received no further
scoring:

0 =' No response.

7 = Illegible or illiterate.
k?

8 = Totally Of task.

9 "I don't know:'"

II. .Second-CategoriZation--The source of the evidence.
Code presence or absence for each of the followings

1 F Content. The evidence is based on the content
BrWrtext.

2 = Form. \The evidence is based on the language,
3 We or construction of the text.

3 = Subjective reactions. These are responses that
. judge the worth of all or part of the text,
.such. as: "It was .interesting" or "It was
monotonous." Personal. opinions about the
actions of the characters are stated, such as:
"David should not have run away" or references
to the moral of the story or general
philosophical statements are made.



NOTE: Content and form can be ,present only if
primary categorization is a "3" through "5 ";

subjective reactions can be present in papers
categorized "2". through "5."

III. Third Categorization--A count of the number of
reasons or pieces of evidence. Categorization for
,the count of details is as follows.: (1), (2), (3),
(4), (5), (6), (7 or more)NOTE: This count only
applies to papers with prinin.ry, categorization of
"3" through "5"; subjective reactions should not be
counted as reasons,or evidence.

1 4
-4_ "a.
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Age 13
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H..402000,41113,.. fl*

Read the story below. Then write clown your thoughts and feelings about the

ory on the lines provided on the nest two paged, We are interested in what

you have to say, not your spelling and punctuation. You will have p minutes to

read the story and write your response.

Somebody's Son
He sat, washed up on the side of the highway, a slim, sun-

beaten driftwood of a youth, Be was hunched on his strapped-
together suitcase, chin on hands, elbows on knees, staring
down the ,road, Not a car was in sight. Except for him, the
dead, still 4Dakota plains were empty,

Now he was eager to write that letter he had kept putting
Somehow, wild/Jr it would almost like having

company.
He unstrapped his suitcase and fished out, a small unopen-

ed package of stationery from the pocket on the underside of
the lid. Sitting down in the gravel of the roadside, he closed
the suitcase and used it as a desk.

Dear Morn,
If Dad will permit, I would like to'come home. I

know there's little chance he will. I'm not going to
kid myself. I remember he said once if I ever ran off
I might as well keep on going.

All I can say is that I felt leaving home was some-
thing I had to do. Before even considering college, I
wanted to find out more -about life and about me and
the best way for us (life and me) to live with each
other. Please tell Dadand I guess this'll make him
sore all over againI'm still not certain that college
is the answer for ms. I think I'd like to work for a
time and think it. over.

You won't be able to reach me by mail, because
I'm not sure where I'll be next.- But in a few days I
hope to be passing by our place. If there's any chance
Dad will have me back, please ask him to tie -white
cloth to the apple tree in the south pastureyou know
the one: the Grimes Golden besidsthe tracks. I'll be
going by on the train. If there's no cloth on the tree
I'll just quietly, and without any hard feelings toward
Dad=-I mean thatkeep on going.

Love,
David

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXTPAGE
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(Continued)

a

IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE, CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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(Continued)

DO NOT CONTINUE
UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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NAEP No.:

Exercise ,Type:

Passage Type:

1979-80 Objective:

H- 402000 - BIB -23 *

Open Ended

Literary / Other Prose

Responds to written works in
interpretive and evaluative ways

1979-80 Subobjective:

NAEP Scoring:

Applies personal experience or
kncwledge oL other works or fields
of study to written works

Hand Scored

Ages 13 17

National Results: 01 97.33 98.56
00 P 1.67 .73
01 P 3.89 1.11
02 P 56.79 67.16
03 P 3.47 1.16
04 P 16.77 18.74
05 P 5.10 3.06
06 P. .19 .29
07 P .92 .67
08 P .29 .06
09 P 9.92 6.04
88 P .99 .70
10 p .00 .06
11 P .00 .09
12 P .00 11
01 1G 5.05 1.58
01 PR 73.98 81.98
01 EH 21.02 17.61
01 RT 42.43 48.60
01 IN 29.10 23.43
01 ,GN 1.23 1.28
01 AN 4.68 4.42
01 OW 4.10 1.82
01 EV 22.70 19.20
01 X .00 .48
01 .00 .54
01 .00 4.84

1979-80
Package Exercise:

Total Time in Seconds:

0904 0904

.0558 . 0557



The range of response codes for this exercise is quite
broad, and the letter codes on this page _tend to refer
back to the corresponding codes on the scoring guide.
Exceptions are the ultel. code, which represents the total

Percentage of responses judged to be ratable, and the
values associated with the'flP10 code, which indicate the
frequency with which each of the numerous response
categories was selected as being predominant.
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SCORING GUIDE -- RESPONDING TO LITERATURE.

General Responding
"Somebody's Son"
H-402000-B1B-2,3

Age 13, Package 9, Exercise 4

General Scoring Rationale: There are several major ways to
deepen understanding of a written work. Respondents
can use awareness of emotional impact, personal
experience and knowledge of other works to interpret,
provide meaning, evaluate and analyze the text. A
content analysis of the responses not only provides
information about which internal resources respondents ,
tend to draw upon to help their understanding of
written works,- but also the cognitive skills they
choose to demonstrate when given an opportunity to
respond. freely. It is expected that the results niaybe <7
highly text dependent. Also, the better responses
should move beyond plot summary and retelling to
provide meaning, evaluation and particularly analysis.

Scoring Guide Categories:

Descriptive information: Code each type as present or
absent. Code one type as predominant.

EG = Egocentric. Responses are not text based, but
are text relevant. Respondent writes a letter or
story of his own or writes another story (or
excerpts) that he has memorized. Other types
of statements categorized here are: "I never
read stories"; "I'm not good with stories"; or
"I'm sorry to run out on you, I don't want to go
td college, either."

PR = Personal. Respondent identifies with characters,
makes judgments about actions of characters or
gives advice, for example: "I might have done
the same thing," "David shouldn't have left
home," "His father should take him back,"
"Hopefully his father will tie the cloth on the
tree," or statements, such as: "I like stories
like.that" or "This is not my kind of story."
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EM : Emotional. Respondent attributes emotions/to the
text or makes a direct statement of emotion, for
example: "The story was sad," "It's touching,"
"It.had a funny feeling," "It was very dramatic,"
or "I felt sorry for the boy."

RT = Retelling. Respondent summarizes or paraphrases
the story (or parts of it) using specific words
from the story. Respondent gives a synopsis,
overview or brief description of the story or
part(s) of it. (Disregard inaccuracies.)

IN = Inferencing. Respondent goes beyond the text and
provides motivations for characters, for example:
"David learned a lesson," "David's parents needed
him to help pay the bills," or "David feels that
his fathsr doesn't love him."

GN = Generalization. Respondent attributes meanings
to the story, for example: "Go out and try new
things," "It shows that peop].e have feelings that
can be hurt and people are the ones that hurt
each other," or "Everyone knows you can't run
away from your problems."

AN = Analysis. Respondent discusses the language
and/or structure of the story, for example: "It
could have more details and not so many long.
words," "I didn't see any misspelled words," "It
wasn't long enough," or "The author uses
imaginative language."

OW = Other works. Respondent classifies.the work as
to genre or type and compares the story to other
works or art forms, such as: "It's not like a

story I've seen before," or "I think it's a good
soap opera."

EV = Evaluation. Respondent judges the worth of the
work, for example: "It was stupid," "I don't
like it," "I didn't understand it," "It doesn't
make sense," "It is nicely written," "It was not
exciting or sad," "It has no meaning," or "It is
imaginative. ".

NOTE: In addition-to the papers which were considered
rateable (1 = rateable) and which were analyzed using the
categories described above, some .papers were not
considered rateable, and these were placed in one of the
following classifications:
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0 = No response.

2 = Nonrateable. Copies or circular.

'7 =Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Totally off task."

9 = "I don'.t know."
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Age 13

Score Point EG (Cant.)
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Age 13
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Age 13

Score Point RT (Cont.)
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Age 13
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Age 13
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Age 13

Soar' Point IN, (Cont.)
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Sc ops Point IN Wont.)
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Age 13
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Age 13
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SCORING GUIDE-RESIRINDING TO LITERATURE

General Responding_
"Somebody's-Son"
117402000-B1B-2,3

Age,17, Package 9-, Exercise 4

General Scoring Rationale: There are several major ways to

deepgnunderstanding of a written work. Respondents,
use awareness of emotional impact, personal

experience' and knowledge. of other works to interpret,
provide meaning, evaluate' and analyze the text. A
content analysis of the responses not only provides
information about whicti internal resources respondents
'tend to draw ::upon. to help their understanding of
written Vorksi but also the cognitive skills they
choose to demonstrate when given an opportunity to
respond freely., It is'expebted that the results may be
highly text dependent. 'JtIlso, the better responses
:should beyond:: plot -summary and retelling to
provideYmeaning, evaluation and particularly analysis.

Scori g Guide Categories:'

Descriptive information : Code each type as present or
absent. Code one type as predominant.

Egocentrid. Responses ar not text based, but
are text relevant: Respondent writes a letter 'or
story of his own or Writes another story/(or
excerpts) that he has 'memorized. Other-types
of statements categorized here are: "I never
read stories"; "I'm not gpod with stories"; or
"I'm sorry to run out on you, I don't/want to go

, to college either."

PR = Personal--analytic. Relpondent gives ,personal
reactions to content n an analytic sense--
identification with char eters, judgments about
\actions of characters and advice giving,
,observations about the lway society should/does
work. Respohdent states, for example: "I. Might
have done-the same thing," "David shouldn't have
left home," or "Hopefully his father will tie the
cloth on the tree." H

80'
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X = Personal--global. -Respondent -gives personal
reactions to genre and content in a glObal sense.
Examples would be statements/ of the following
types: "I like stories about nature," "I wish I
,could write stories like this,'" or "This is not

;

my -kind.of story."

EM = Emotional. Respondent ttrlbutes emotions or
feelings of mood to the ext or makes a direct
statement of emotion. amples would include:
"The story was lad," "It's t.uching," '"It had a
funny 'feeling,' "It was v y .matic," or "I.
felt sorry for the boy."

RT = Retelling. Respondent summarize or retells the
story (or parts of it). This can include
statements referencing specific words or lines.
(Disregard inaccuracies-.)

IN = InferenCing. Respondent goes beyond the.text'and
provides motivations for characters or develops--;
action.' It includes text-based hypotheses of`'
what did 'happen or predictions about what will
happen. For example: "David learned a lesson,"
"David's parents needed him to pay.the bills," or
"David feels that his father doesn't love him."

GN = Generalization., Respondent derives general
meanings from the story, such as: "Go out and
try new 'things," "It shows that people have
feekingt that can be hurt and people are the ones
that hurt each other," or '"Everyone knows you
can't runaway from your problems."

AN = Analysissuperficial. Respondent mentions
superficial characteristics of the text. This
includes concerns about format, for examplt: I "Ito
could. have. more details and not so many/long
words.," "I-didn't see tny'misspelled words," "It
wasn't long enough; or "The author :uses.
imaginative language.!' N,

,

Y = Analysis--elaborated. Respondent gives an
elaborated or substantive discUssion of any one
of the following special features or literary
devices: plot, characters, settjng, images,
sounds, etc. Included here are discussions of::
plot veracity and meaningfulness.



OW = Other works--general. Respondent classifies the

worras to genre or type and compares the story
to other types of works or art forms in ''general,

for example: not. Like a story-I've seen
before," "I think it's a good soap opera," or "It

is like a myth."

Z ;`Other 'worksspecific. Respondent compares the

story to a sped- work which-is mentioned by
title, such as re paragraph reminds me

of an old song, "fie a 'Leila., R4i.)bon 'Round the

Old .Oak Tree.'"

EV = Evaluation. Respondent-judges the worth of the

41577R7---TFis, also includes such statements as:
"It was stupid," "I didn't like it," "It doesn't

make sense," "It is nicely written," "It was not
excitin-or sad," "It has no meaning," or "It is

NOTE:. In addition to the papers which were considered
rateable (1 = rateable) and which were analyzed using

the categories desdribed above, some, papers were nct

considered rateable and theSe were placed in

following classifications:

0 = No response.

2 = Nonrateable. Copies or circular.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8. = Totally off task.

9 7. "I don't know."
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Read the story which begins below and then answer the questions on the four

_pages following. it.

A Story of a 'Good Dog-
A man I used to know very well told

me this story. He was a very truthful kind
of man, %It he used to elaborate things
more than a bit, and perhaps he elaborat-
ed a bit on this.

Everybody, said he, has a best cat or
dog that remains in the, mind when other
very dear memories have, faded, and one
says with complete assurance: ."That was

, the best dog." There were Tommy and
Guzzle and Spot, and they were all such
good dogs that it is hard to belieye there
could be any better, but my best dog had
not got' a name at all:. he answeied to a

very_ whistle. He never barked; he
neveriiae-any noise of any kind, except
that, now and again, he gave a kind of
whispered ;gargle 'away down in his
innardsyou, could hardly hear itand
that showed the top of biedelight. Poor' old
felloW, he hadn't much to be delighted
about: he was juit delighted to be
delighted.

This how, we Met:, It ,was
r

'and I *is irOini UP' street' and doWh a
street., '1,;:iVtie leokiiivfoi';Somithing.
Anion* Other OilligX1-:,''Wi*loOkinefOr
job, biit,;this time ,1 I looking ; for
sometinng else and suddenly 1 sesizit. It
was ih 'XdO' fluiu ,,was nearly half a
loaf' f b andahe dog was up :
an: alley 'with it. Hey was yaYlarge rrier
kind of dog, and'I began stalking

,
iMfor

my share of ,stacked
him ,

wbiiiPe grunts Me.
"Drop it," said, I, and lie dropped' it.,'

He sat'`down a few steps away; and he.
;

looked itiihebre ejOOked,:it Me,
and then :,he'!ecia
he loOked),Eit ithebread'agiiii I', broke the
half-lad 'bite: even' , pieces, and I,

handed him the larger half..He looked at
me, and he looked at the bread, and I
could see that he, was trying to work out
where the catch, yeas. limn he scratched
himself with some fury, and when I began
to eat, he began to eat. He .would stop
every now and then to take a good look at
me, and then he made that 'curious.
whispered gargle of delight away down in
his innards, and then he started again on
the bread.

How good that bread was! I
remember thinking that cake was not half
as delieiehe bread, and that this bread
was, the best that ever Was baked; I could
have eaten Xhthidied loaves of it, and ihen
I could have ':eaten the dog.

It was ,evening and dirkiih, so I
hunched thyself:uPler, sleepjust where I
was, and thedOg;'Yerit'CintiOnilY, came to
me, and at lastAightened;'bitself up
ageinit :Me, ariChe'g'gleit-it.little and
scratchetthihnieffheirli'all:night. I didn't
care hboUtithithing4,hatta::fkend; and
he, aired fei; he had a friehittoo.

In the morging ,I saw. what the
scratching ,He: Was covered

. frOM head to foot *ith;thiiiice:i He was al-
most Xsolid hues of scabs ()he'd his eyes
was blin . He was about three years
0unger,,than I ,wasthat'',is;. he was
rather Mid,helOOked:at me out of his
one goodish eye with the kihdlk_adoration
that, a - gOod,dog best: pup.
He. kheyi..'that.::I. was incompetent
person;''''zid. he 'Wiifyeri glad Of-that,. for
he had :;Made:,Up: his mind ,that' he would
feed me bY ;day' and keep:Me warm by
night.

It was wiriterishi, and ramish; and
darkish,' arid :we Wandefe&together up a
place and doin a PlaCe, Viand We kept

PLEASE.CONTIktm ON -'THE NEXT PAGE
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(Continued)

carefully out of eiteryhody's way. I didn't
want poop& because they wouldn't give
me a jo,b, and he didn't want people be-
cause they hewed rocks at him.

or more than two :months, whatever
I atelebrought&ne. He was marvelously
skillful. He knew where bits, of bread
grei; Sometimes there wasn't any, but
most days there was a bit. I should have
been very hungry, but

at
thoie days

mind , at,
my

moved . around about a mile a
minute and it,

One morning-,
huntingas it
few stem lie
Oohed,' his
moved
And eit
the 's 'Ow
ever? =hesrii him

11

howl °Yg
himie

o set out
g gone but a

e' came
but

en he,
l again.
head to

ouiiiilIlutd
971 and

oil
wi

terior7. ii man
111'7'441*i; whisper nr101/13 wo to

cand 'as I loo into hit face 'I saw what
was n

was;gone. ,He was quite
coeurleY1 deg. He ,wasn'tblind. He

hinvling; it mse howling
cOul n't note out semething for

me to,eat. He'cared AO, more about himself
than I, at `that mOment, cared about me.
He wanted howl. himself deed, but my
arms coax and in a little while he
stood silent an ,s ivering. ,

I picked hinfuphe was not a light
dogand ;walked and walked and
walked. ,Therce were fields on one side,
with a ;dull sky over them, over us:, the
world was a box, and we:were two rata in
a trap. I. Om to tuld 'saw a
druggist's shop in it the door was open. I
put the ,deg. down .behind the -door and
walked in. There was a man ,perhaps ten
years older than Ibehind, gut counter,
and I said to him, "Please,' will You kill'my
dog for me, without hurting him?"

He was a hard-faced, tough man; and
he looked me up and down with eyes that
were, like bullets.,

"What will yOu paymewithr said he.
"I haye.no.,money," I answered.
"rve no- painless pOiton," said 'he.
I looked !at the rosin, Of `Ixittles on the

counter and on 'the 'want., and my next
words were . inspired; "they' were even

"You are:- a very wise man,"- I skid.
"There. is ;nothing of this, kind that you
couldn't do:" ,

His eyes .became eyes again.
"What's wrong with the 'dOgr said he.
"HiiiOldind blind and dying of the-

Min";;
"Where is the ,:creature?"

and'io,..*.ent"te look.
mighty," 'hi, as, he

the ,crouching dog: "Taketthat

the;'Zhop.
"Listen "said I, "thiti itttie, best dOg

in', thi.*Orld: He hat led me for over' two
mon .

"You: ate. out of. that thing's mouth?"
said ,he. I

answered... "He , went. blind
this morning,' and '..he -.dying of horror
becausu'hi, can't feed me."

The man looked it' me as if I were
crazy.

"You know how to do everything," I
said. "Do this for the best dog yin the
world."

He turned briskly, took up .,a pile of
papers, and placed them on the floor.
"Stretch him on that," he ordered. I
picked,* dog uphe was all one jelly of
trembling terror.,

The. man 'went behind his counter,
and in about five minutes he came back
again, carrying a bowl.

"Good God!" said he, as, he, looked at
the dog, and then his face went gentle.
"There is warm milk and bread and

PLEASE 'CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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(Continued)

sugardogs love sugar," he added, "and
there is just enough of something else that
will end his troubles in no time."

I 'Put the bowl to my doki nose. He
smelled, and smelled again, and __then,
with an astonishing joy. he began tiPlap
and eat while I petted him. He was tasting
a kind of food that perhaps he hadn't
tasted for six or seven years. Not since his
master of lotig ago had thrown him out,
and flung'rocke at.shim 'till he left.

"'rake him down to the fields," said
the Man. "He11 be gone in less than half an
hour."" _

So I fat 'amen* the bushes with7hiin,
and he began doing and undoing thirgs:.
he began ,to leep and,- he._began to

waken up, and he began to gargle joy, fully,
and"then he began to forget these things,
and all things.

He forgot blindness and age and fear.
He forgot hunger, he forgot me, he forgot
to scratch himself, he forgot, life itself. He
stretched himself a Utile, luxuriously, and
then a small shiver ran all over him, and
he waikone.

I pushed him deeply into the bushes,
and walked away, pretty lonely again, but--
I think you will agree; that when I say he
was my best) dog, I am not making any

*mistake in that very important matter.
Shortly after that I got a jobsaid the

man who told me this story.

. -How wa deatii; of the dog described?

c:n As viorent and fearful

o As painful and lonely

. ow d As painless and peaceful

c:D As elabor'ati and ceremonious

c= I don't know.
1.

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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(Continued)

What emotions and feelings did you have when you read this, story?

Describe your feelingrin a few words on.the line below.

-G. What was it about the story that made you feel the way you did? Write

your answer on the lines belovi.

DO NOT CONTINUE
UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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H-406000-818-23 *

Parts A,13,C;E - Multiple Choice
Parts F,G - Open Ended,

Literary / Other Prose

Parts A,C - Comprehends written
works
*Parts B,E,FIG - Responds to
written works in interpretive
and evaluative ways

Parts A,C - Comprehends textual
relationships
Parts B,E -.Analyzes written works.
Part F,G - Demonstrates awareness,
of emotional impact of'written_
works
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Source Information:

I

*A Story of a Good Dog,' as
reprinted in SEA GREEN HORSE
edited by Barbara Howes' and
Gregory Smith was originally
pdblished in JAMES, SEUMAS AND
JACQUES, UNPUBLISHED WRITINGS OF
JAMES STEPHENS, edited by Llbyd
,Frankenberg. Copyright 0 1964 by
Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.
Copyright 0 1962, 1964 by Iris
Clare o Wise. Reprinted .by
Permission of Macmillan Publishing
Co., Inc..

The range of response percentage values listed for the
open-ended portion of this eiercise represent bqth
acceptable responses, which are marked with an asterisk
(*) , and unacceptable responses (all others). In

.addition, 'the .score points marked with the second
alphabetic codes (C,F,SR or N) refer back tc the second
and third categorizations on the scoring guide.
Cmcontent, F=form, = SR=subjective reaction, and N=number
cf pieces of evidence. For convenience, score points 1

and 2 have been combined into 1, and score points 4 and 5
have been combined into 5*. For exercises without a
score point 1 on the scoring guide, the percentage value
for score point 1 on the documentation,page consists of
responses from score point 2 only.

O
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SCORING GUIDE--RESPONDING TO LITERATURE
EXPLAINING RESPONSES TO LITERATURE 6'

Emotional Responses
"Good Dog"

H-406000-B1B-2,3
Age 13, Package 13, Exercise 6
Age 17, Package 13, Exercise 10-

General Scoring Rationale: The ,responding to "literature
Objective -was, .formulated to address "deliberate,
conscious kinds of interpretation." It was hoped that
respondents would not only be aware of their feelings,
but be confident .about expressing them. Thus, a

successful response would both identify arremotion and

articulate the characters, events and ideas from the
text that contributed to that emotion. Evidence can

also be provided froM personal 'experience, other workS
or special, aspects of the construction, of the text.

NOTE:. Rating should, in general, be ;done by taking the

entire student response into consideratien .without
regard .to what. 'Is actually written in the space
provided for the first part and for the second part of
the response. If° reasons (substantial) are given'in
the first part they are valid.. The same is true for

emotions or feelings ideatified.. in the second.part.
Caution 'should, however, be used, as this often leads
to e tendency to rewrite : the responses.

\ Categorizations should reflect, as closely as possible,
\what respondents actually wrote. -

S orin Guide Categories:

I. First Categorization--Identifiaction and

\ substantiation of personal emotions and feelings.
.ThiS takes into eocount-both openended'parts.

\ .1--= Unable to identify.. emotion: or feeling.
Respondents: 0, not do the task. They-refer to
the.text-ibUtdo answer: even the first
question, Examples are:

A. Some material is quoted from the text with
lo.clear identification 'of the respoadent!s
'feeling' dr emptidn.

. "



r

B. An emotion expressed by a character is
identified rather than the respondent's own
feeling, for example: "The man waa sad."

C. An o bservation about the story is made,
such as: "The title is misleading."

2 = Emotion or feeling identified without
substantiation.. Respondents name something but
cannot go on They identify emotions and
feelings but do not substantiate choice with
evidence from the text. Respondents- tend to
provide: 1) circular evidence such as: "It's

. sad because it's sad"; 2) a copy or close
paraphrase of the text; 3) vague 'reasons like
"The way,it sounds," "The way the author wrote
it," "The words used," "The way it is made "; or
4) only a subjective reaction as
auhstantiation.

3 = Emotion or feeling identified and substantiated
with minimal evidence. Respondents identify.an
emotionts) or feeling(s) and substantiate their
choice(s) with only one reason' or piece of
evidence related to. the text.

A. Reason can,be directly.reIated to the text,
for example: "It was sad because the dog
died."

B. Reason can be,inferred from the, text, such
as: "Sad because the dog was his only
friend."

C. Reason can be inaccurate,.. if it is related
to the text.

D. Reason can be based.on personal experiences

o.
or opinions that are' related to the text..

E. Reason can refer to (but not ret ell)
specific places in the text, such as:
"Because of ,what it says in the last
paragraph."

NOTE: "Sorry for the dog" is identification of
feeling/emotion.. "Sorry the. dog died" is
identification and minimal substantiation.

4 = Emotion or feeling identified and
substantiated. Respondents identify emotion(s)
or feeling(s) and substantiate,their,choice(s)



with at least two reasons or pieces of evidence
related to the text. However, the evidence may
be presented in an ambiguous fashion or be of
the typos described i4 3C-3E. Reasons must be
distinct- -not inetances of the same reasons as
in "(Sad) because the dog was starving and
hungry."

5 = Emotion or feeling identified and substantiated
in a coherent fashion. Respondents identify
emotion(s) or feeling(s) and-substantiate their
choice(s) with at least two reasons or pieces
of evidence clearl related to' the
text--directly re ated or can be readily
inferred. The reasons are presented logically
and'coherently.

NOTE: The following types of papers 'were
classified as filo:floated and received no further
scoring:

0 = No response.

7 = Illegible or illiterate.

8 =totally off-task.

9 .7.. "I don't know.,"
.

II. Second-CategorizationThe source of the evidence.
Code presence or absence for each of the following:

1.= Content. The evidence is based cm/the content
Tir-717 .text, such as: "The way the dog was
moping."

Form. The evidence is based on the language,
style or construction of the text.

3 = Subjective reactions. These are responses that
Audge the worth of all or part, of-the text, for.
example: "IHion't like dog stories," "I hate
ta see dog dead," '"It was interesting," or ,

"It was monOtonous." personal .opinions about
the actions of: the 'Cheracters or, Personal
exPeriences may be stated, such as: "I had a
dog that died" or,references to. the' moral of
the .storY',pr"fidnerel phllosophical statements
maybe made, such as: "Accept the death of
your dog," or "Death is a mystery."



NOTE: Content and form oan be .preient only if
primary categorization is a "3" through "5 ";

subjective reactions can be present in papers
categorized "2" through "5."

III. Third Categorization--A count of the number of
reasons or pieces of evidence. Categorization for
the count of details is as follows: (1), (2), (3),
(4), (5), (6), (7 or more). NOTE: This oount only
applies to papers with primary categorization ,of
"3" through "5"; subjective reactions should not be
counted as reasons or evidence.

T.
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Read the story WHO begins below and then answer the questions on the

thrA pages following it.

One of 'these Days,
Monday dawned warm and rainless,

Aurelio Escovar, a dentist, without a
degree, and a very early riser, opened his
office at six, He took some false teeth, still
mounted in their plaster mold, out of the
glass case and put on the table a fistful of
'instruments which he arranged in size
order, as if they were on display. He wore
a collarless striped shirt, closed at the
neck .with a golden stud, and pants held
up by suspenders. He was erect and
skinny, With a look that rarely corre-
sponded to the situation, the way deaf
people have of ,looking,

When he had things arranged on the
table, he pulled the drill toward the dental
chair and sat down to polish the false
teeth. He.seemed not to be thinking about
what he was doing, but worked steadily,
pumping the drill with his feet, even when
he didn't need it.

After eight he stopped for a while to
look at the sky through the window, and
he saw two pensive burtiards who were
drying themselves in the sun on the ridge-
pole of the house next door. He went on
working with the idea that before lunch it
would rain again. The shrill voice of his
eleven-year-old son interrupted his con-
centration.

"Papa."
"What?" .

"The Mayor wants to know if you'll
pull his tooth."

"Tell him I'm not here."
He was polishing 'a gold tooth. He

held it at arm's length, and examined it
with his eyes half closed. His son shouted
again from the little waiting room.

"He says you are, too, because he can
hear you."

The dentist kept examining the tooth.
Only when he had put it on the table with
the finished work did he say:

"So much the better."

Be operated the drill again, He took
several pieces of a bridge out of a card-
board box where he kept the things he
still had to do and began to polish the gold.

opapa.,,

"What?" ,'
He still hadn't changed his

expression. .

"He says if you don't take out his
tooth, he'll shoot you."

Without hurrying, with an extremely
tranquil movement, he stopped pedaling
the drill, pushed it away from the chair,
and pulled the lower drawn' of the table
all the way out. There was a revolver..
"O.K.," he said. "Tell him to come and
shoot me."

He rolled the chair over opposite the
door, his hand resting on the edge of the
drawer. The Mayor appeared at the door.
He had shaved the left side of his face, but
the other side, swollen and in pain, had.a
five-day-old beard. The dentist saw many
nights of desperation in his dull eyes. He
closed the drawer with his fingertips and
said softly:

"Sit down."
"Gdod morning," said the Mayor.
"Morning," said the dentist.
While the instruments were boiling,

the Mayor leaned his skull on the headrest
of the chair and felt betterp His breath
was icy. It was a poor office: an old ,

wooden chair, the pedal drill, a glass case
with ceramic bottles. Opposite, the chair
was a window with a shoulder-high cloth
curtain. When he felt the dentist
approach, the Mayor braced his heels and
opened his mouth.

Aurelio E,scovar turned his head
toward the light. After inspecting the in-

' fected tooth, he closed the Mayor's jaw
with a cautious pressure of his fingers.

"It has to. be without anesthesia." he
said.

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE



It.420000-131B-3

(Continued)

14 wise',
"Because you have an abscess,"
The Mayor looked hirn in the eye. "All

right," he said, and tried to pulle. The
dentist did not returU, the smile, He
brought the basin of sterilized instru,
molts to the worktable and took them out
of the water with a pair qt Cold tweezers,
still without hurrying. °Then he pushed
the spittoon with the tip Of his shoe, and
went to wash his hands in the washbasin.
He did all this without Woking at the
Mayor. But the: Mayor didn't take his eyes
off him..

It was a lower wisdom tooth. The
dentist spread his. feet and grasped the
tooth with the hot forceps. The Mayor
seized the arms of the chair, braced his
feet with all s strength, and felt an icy
void in his kidneyi, but didn't make a
sound: The dentist moved only his wrist.
Without rancor, rather with 'a bitter
tenderness; he said:-

"Now you'll !Say for our twenty dead
men." 4

The Mayor felt the crunch of bones in
his jaw, and his eyes filled with tears. But.

he didn't breathe 'until he felt the tooth
come out, Then he saw it through his
tears, It seemed so foreign to his pain that
he failed to understand his torture of the
five previous nights.

Bent over the spittoon, sweating,
panting, hp unbuttoned his tunic and
reached for the handkerchief in his pants
pocket, The dentist gave him a clean cloth.

"Dry your tears," he said,
The Mayor did, He was trembling.

While the dentist washed his hands, he
saw the crumbling ceiling and a dusty
spider web with spider's eggs and dead
insects. The dentist returned, drying his
hands. "Go to bed," he said, "and- gargle
with salt water." The Mayor stood up, said
goodbye with a casual military salute, and
walked toward the door, stretching his
legs, without buttoning up his tunic.

"Send the bill, he said,
"To-you or the town?"
The Mayor didn't look at him. He

closed the door and said through the
screen:

"It's the same thing."

PI ASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE

c
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(Continued)

F. Is this a good story?

c;;;; Yes

1:=4 No

What was it about the story that led you to choose the answer you did in

Question F? Write your answer on the lines below.

AP

DO NOT CONTINUE
UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
\



NM, No. s

Exiircisa Type,'

Passage Types

1979-80 Objectives

1979160 Suboblectivel

11-420000.118-3 *

Puts A84011.7-
Multiple Choice
Part 0 Open Ended

Literary / Other Prose

Parts 11,8,C#0,1 Comprehends
written works
Part P Values reading and
literature
Part 0' - Responds to written
works in interpretive and
evaluative w ys

Parts AtI4C/00 -,Comprehends
textual relationships
Part 3 .4, Comprehends
propositional relationships
Part F' kenefits of
reading for the individual
part (0 .4' Evaluates written works

NAEP Scoring:

Ages

.

Parts Aaocaeza.- Machine Scored
Part G - Hand Scored'

f

_11_

National Results:
I

04* A 88.13
04* H 69,14
02* 'C

75.83
03* E 90.06
01* F. 50.55
00 G. \ $.43
01-1. 3.27
02 ,G 48;01
03 G 23.90
06* G 9.7,8

07. G 18

08 G. .04-
09 G' . ..31
01 GC 55.51
01. GP ; 2.05*
01 GSR. '66.37



1979 -80 ,

Package Exercise:

Total Time in Seconds:

Source Informations

0705

0591

',One of These, Gaye from NO ONE
MAIM TO THE COLONIII aid Other
Stories, by Gabriel Genie Ittimcg,
translated from, the fPmmls by
J. S. Nernstein._. Copyright c

by Narpor $' Row, Publishers,
1988 In the linglish

Inc, Reprinted/ by permission f

the publisher. °

The range of responsicodes tor this exercise has been
condensed Slightly, so that score points 2 And 4 have
been combined into 2, and 5 and 6 have been combined into
6*. 6* is considered acceptable, all other responses are
unacceptable. IA addition, the score points marked as c,
F, or SR refer back to the scoring', guide woad
cateciorimatiops of content, form And subjective reaction.

1

;
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SCORING OUZDE..RESPOND1N0 TO LITERATURE
EVALUATING LITERATURE

.14

Applying Oriteria tolvaluato Stories
"One of These Days",

H-42000041B.4
Age 17, Package 7, Exercise 5

Ge'neral Scoeiri Rationales Sincelhe objective referring, to
the eve us on o written works states that "it

important that readers be able to articulate their
criteria," respondents ghould explain the reasons or
criteria tor, their evaluation. To be successful,
responses should provide examples from the text that
relate to those criteria. Plot' summary can be viewed
as minimal support for various criteria; however, the
best papers should also consider such aspects of the
,text "as' setting, plot and character development,
meaning/message, clarity of 'language, relevance or
bolievabilltY.

Soorinj Guide Categories:

I. First CategorizationrPresentation and elaboration
of evidence,

4 No . criteria" or evidence jiven; Respondent
copies pare of '-the text or 'gives a close
ParePhres, or circular response, such as: "it
was good because it was good," "I likectit,"
didn't like it," or "'I've ,heard it before."
Nonsensical or wildly inaccurate statements

0 are given.
./

2 ; Gives a vague. or unelaborated criterion./ A

broad,- sweeping generaization or .personal

assertion is"madel'whichAoes not necessarily
have to restate the phir;ase "It was good/bad-..
This respOnse almost could have been given in
absence of having heard or read thestory. , It
could 'apply to .-;almost any -story. It
was--excitingl-interesting, had a good. plot,_
and so on Ibroad general adjectives).

, ,

Retells or gives summary or one vague criterion
With-synopsis'aSe evidence. The summary may

to part -'or all: off' the story; it may be
cryptic:or lengthy and well written. This
includes an citing. of content of story (as
.1.0.ng as it s. not basically copying).



L.:4'2 'Gives -twO.,-or_more unelaborated criteria.
US:pollees' contain two or more generalizations
or 'personal assertions. (These -are longer

x Gives one criterion elaborated with .evidence.
epnen g ves one o er on, genera ze on

or pirional assertion that is supported with
evidence other than retelling or plot summary.
It may or , may not be accompanied by
unelaborated criteria. (It was interesting
because . . respondent gives something other
than plot summary.)

6 2 GiVes two criteria elaborated .with evidence.spOnetoor-4 more criteria,
germeralizatione or perional assertions at least
Imgi of Which,are supported with evidence other
than , retelling or plot summary. These ma'y or
pay, not \be accompanied by unelabor4ed
Criteria. -NOTE: Once a paper. Meets the
drtterl*"114004,fo0 a "4," "5" or "6" it does
not:Mntter-irth-ntiresponse is also accompanied

' by plot summary,

'NOTE: The following types of papers were
class/fled -as indicated and received no further
adoring:

0 = No J.eeporlse.

'T = Illegible or illiterate.

8 2 Totally off task.

9 2 / don't know."

II. Second izationBasis of evidence. Code
0 * #r a e or each of the following:

1 -te Content. The evidence i$ based on the content
or the text, for-example: "Gives an idea of
the old man's way of life."

4't

= Form. Tbc., 1-idenoe is based on the language,
Vile or ,Aruction of the text, for example:
"It didn't -eem to have a beginning or .an end."

O5



subjective reactions. These are responses that
Judge, the worth of all/dr -part of the txt, or.

Personal . opinions. about the actions of the
characters, the believability of fhe plrot, the
moral of the story, or- the genre,. e eh- as "I-
like fairy tales."

NOTE: Second categorization is only for papers
with primary categorizations of "2" thropgh ,"6."
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Score Point 4
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Age 17

Score Point 4 (Cont.)
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Score Point 5
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H-465000-818-1,2d

Read the poem below and then answer the questions on the next two pages.

Old Dog
Toward the last'in the morning she could not
get up, even when I rattled her pan.
I helped her into the yard, but she stumbled
and fell. I knew it was time.

The last night a mist drifted over the fields.
In the morning she would not raise-her head
the far7alear mountains, we had walked
surged back to mind.

We looked a slow bargain: our days together
were the ones we had already had.
I gave her something the vet had given,
and patted her still, a good last friend.

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE

1/

17 81



11-465000-818-1,2d

(Continued)

D. What emotions and feelings did you have when you read this poem?

Describe your feelings,in a few words on the line below.

E. What was it about the poem that made you feel the way you did? Write -

your answer on the lines below.

178

DO NOT CONTINUE
UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.



NAEP No::

,Exercise Type:

Passage Type:

1979-80 Objective:

1979-80 Subobjective:

11-4,65000-B1B-12 *

Parts A,B,C - Multiple Choice
Parts DoE - Open Ended

Literary / Poems
-

Part A - Values reading and
literature
Parts BIC Comprehends written
works
Part D, E - Responds to written

_works in interpretive and
evaluative ways

Part A - Values the benefits of
reading for
Parts B, C
relationships
Part DIE
ness of emctional
written works

NAEP Scoring: Parts A,B;C
Parts,D,B

Ages

the individual
- Comprehends

- Demonstrates

- Machine
- Hand Scored.

09.

textual

aware-
impact of

Scored

13_

National ReSults: 00 A .27 .01
01* A 74.56 78'.22
02 A 15.83 11.88
03 A 9.35 9.89
01* B 41.86 84.07.
03* C 39.63 82.17
00 D 2.70
01 D 33.09 19.36
03 D . 39.00 36.66,
05* D 15.66- 4C.54
07 D' .44 .06
08 L .14 BOA
09 D 2.02 .68
01 EC 49.68 68.49
01 BF .07 1.31
01 ,ESR 8.01 11.65
00 EN '9.65 2.70
01 EN 39.00 .A.66
02 EN 13.12 28.22
03 EN 2.07 10.17 ,

04 EN .46- 1.67
05 EN .01 .31
06 EN
08 EN 35.69 20.10

179 183



1979-80
Package Exercise: 0507 0504

Total Time in Seconds: 0274 0245

Source Information: Dog,' p.205 in STORIES THAT
COULD BE TRUE by William Stafford.
Copyright 1 1971 by William-

' Stafford. Reprinted by permission
of Harper 8 Row, Publishers, Inc.

The, range of response percentage values listed for the

open=ended portion cf this exercise represent both

acceptable responses, which are :larked with an asterisk
(*) , and unacceptable responses (all others). In

addition, the score points marked with, the second
alphabetic codes (C,F,SR or N) refer back to the -second

and third categorizations on the scoring guide:

C=content, F=form, SR=subjective reaction, and N=number

cf pieces of evidence. For convenience, sccre points 1

and 2 have bee4 combined-into 1, and score points 4 and 5

have been combined into 5*. For exercises without a

score point 1,on the scoring gilide, the percentage value
for score point 1 on the documentation page consists. of
responses from st ore Via,, t 2 only.

180



SCORING GUIDE-4ESPONDING "TO LITERATURE
EXPLAINING RESPONSES TO LITERATURE

Emotional Responses
"Old Dog"

H-465000-B1B--1,2
Age 9, Package 5, Exercise 7

Age 13, Package 5, Exercise 4

General.Scordng Rationale: The responding to literature .

objective was formulated to .address "deliberate,
conscious kinds of interpretation." It was hoped that
respondents would not only be aware of their feelings,
but be confident about expressing them. Thus, a
successful response would both identify an emotion and
articulate 'the characters, events and ideas from the
text 'that contributed to that emotions Evidence can
also be provided from personal experience, other works
or special aspects'of the 'construction of the text.

NOTE: Rating should, in general, be done by taking the
entire student response into consideration without
regard to what is actually written in the space
provided for the first part and for the second part of
the response. If reasohs (substantial) are given in
the first part they are valid. The same is true for
emotions or feelings identified in the second part.
Caution should, however, be used, as thiS often leads
to tendedcy to rewrite the responses.
Catego-izations should reflect, as closely 'as possible,
what respondents actually wrote.,

Scoring G1,0.00 Categories;

I. -First Categorization--Identification . and
substantiation of personal emotions and feelings.
This takes into accdunt both open-ended Amrts.

1 = Unable to identifY- emotion or feeling.
Respon ents o not 0 the tas . They refer to
.the text,-but. do not -answer even the first
question. Examples are:

4S

A. Some material is qUoted from the text 'with
no clear identification of the respondent
'feeling or emotion.

3-811S5



a

B. An emotion expressed by a character is

identified rather than the respondent's own
feeling, for example: "The man was sad."

C. An observation about the story is made:
"The title is misleading.,"

2 Emotion or feeling identified ' without
substantiation.'. Respondents name something but
cannot go' on. They identify emotion(s) and
feeling(s) bUt do. not substantiate choice(s)
with evidence from the text. Responses tend to
provide: 1) circular evidence such as: "It's
sad beoause.it's sad"; '2). a, copy or close
paraphrase of the text; 3) vagUe reasons like
"The way-it sounds," "The way the author wrote
it," "The words used,"."The way it is made";. or
4) only a 'subjective reaction as
substantiation.

3 Emotion or feeling identified and substantiated
wall minimal evidence. Respondents identify
emotion(s) or feeling(s) and substantiate their
choice(s) with only one reason or piece of
evidence related to the text..

A. Reason can 'be directly related to the text,
for example: "It.was sad because the dog
died."

B. Reason can be inferred fronCthe text, for
example: "Sad because the dog was her only
friend."

C. Reason can be inaccurate, if it is related
to the text.

D. Reason can be based om persolial experiences
or opinions`that are related to the text.

E. .Reason can refer to (but not retell)
specific places in the text, such as:

"Because of what it says in.- the last
raragraph."

NOTE: "Sorry for the dog" is identification of
feeling/emotion. "Sorry the dog died" .is

identification and minimal substantiation. "...



4 = Emotion or feeling identified and
subatahtfafid. leapOidehts idenUty emotioh(s)'
or feelings) and substantiate their ohoi01(8)
with at least two reasons or pieces of evidenoe
related to the text. However, the evidenoe may
be 'presented in an ambiguous fashion or be of
the types ,described in 3C-3E. Reasons must be
distinct...ot instances of the same reasons as
in "(Sad) because the dQg'was, aged and old."

5 = Emotion or feelinj identified and substantiated
in a coherent fashion. Respondents identify
emotion(s) or feeling(s) and substantiate their
choice(s) with at least two reasons or pieces
of evidence clearly related to the
text -- directly related or can be readily
inferred. The reasons are presented logically
and coherently.'

NOTE: The following types of papei4s were
classified as indicated and received ab further
scoring:

0 = No response.

7 = Illegible or illiterate.

8 = Totally off-task.

9 = "I don't know."

II. Second Categorization--The source of the evidence.
Code presence or absence of each of the following:

1. = Content. The evidence is based-on the 'content
of the text-, for exaTple: "About the mist over
the field."

2 = Form. The evidence is based on the language,
style or construction of the text.

3 = Subjective reactions. These are responses that
judgi the worth of all,or part of the text, -
such as: "I don't like-dog stories," "I hate
to see a dog dead," "It was .interesting,. ". or
"It was monotonous."' Personal opinions about
the actions of the chal-acters or personal
experiences maybe stated, such as: "I had a
dot that died" or references to the moral of
the story or general philosophical statements
are made, such as: "Accept the death of your
dog," or "Death is a mystery:"



Cl/. Third CatesorizationA count of the number of
11,easons or pieces of evidenoe. Categorization for
the count of details is as follows; (1), (2), (3),
(4), (5), (6), (7 ordmore). NOTE: This count only
applies to papers with primary oategorization of
"3" through 11511; subjeotive reactions should not be
counted as reasons or evidence.

184
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Score Point 5 (Cont. )
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Age 13

Score Point 5 (Cont.)
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H-467000-13114-2,3

Read the poem below and then answer the questions on the next two Pages.

Mother to Son
Well, son, I'll tell you:
Life for me ain't been no crystal stair.
We had tacks in it,
And splinter%
And boards torn tip,
And places with no carpet on the floor
Bare.
But all the :.tune
I'se been ::a- climbin' on,
And reachln' landin's,
And turnin' corners,
And sometimes guin' in the dark
Where there ain't been no light.
So boy; don't you turn back.
Don't you set down on the steps.
'Cause you finds it's kinder hard.
Don't you Ain now
For I'se still goin', honey,
I'se still climbin'
And life for me ain't been no crystal stair.'

.8

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT_ PAGE

- >.



H-467000-B1B-2
(Continued)

Is this a good poem?

.4.:

o Yes

No

1 1

O

d

. ,
D. What was it about the poem that led yoU to choose the answer you did in

.Question C? Write your answer on-the lines below.,

A

0

a



HARP No.

Exercise Type:

PassageType:

1979z.80 Objective:

1979-80 Subobjectivel

NAEP

Ages.

Nat ional .Re.sulli s:

197§.8W.
Packacfe Exercise:

.1-467000-131823

Parts A,C Huliiple Choice
Part D - Open. Ended

Literary:1-'60as
-

Part A - aoaprehends written
wotts
Part C - Valais reading and-
literature
Part D - Responds to writeu
works .in interpretive and.
evaluative ways

,

Part A, - Coaprehendfl tilctual
relationships
Patti. C Values the benefits of
reading for the indiyidual
* rt D - Evaluates written, works

. ,

rte A,C - -Machine Sccred
D - Hand Scored,

o

2,,

.Total iiike ,Seconds:

02*
C

'00,
' 01' D

02
03 D'

D6* 1)

k
08
09,. D

01: DP
01 . DSR

69.54 157.53
68.84 8'1.72
6.10 3.06
.6.01 3.15
35..91 28.10
46.64 57.49
4.31 :846

.13
.05 .00'
.62. ' .01

-6300 -76.65
-.17.10 11.56
30_110 33.31

0907 , 0908

0204. 0189

;



Source Information: °Mother to Son° ky Langston
Hughes. Copyright 1926 by 'Alfred
A. Knopf, Inc. and renewed 1954
by Langston Hughes. Reprinted from
SELECTED POEMS OF.LANGSTOH HUGHES,
by permission of Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc. r

* The range of response codes tor this exercise has been
condensed. slightly, sc that score points' 2 and 4 have
been combined into 2, and 5 and 6 have been combined into
6*. 6* is considered acceptable, all other responses are
unacceptable. In addition, the score points barked as C,
F, or SR refer back to the scoring lide second
categorizations of content, form ald subject ve reaction.

219"
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SCORING GUIDE--RESPONDING TO LITERATURE
EVALUATING LITERATURE

Applying Criteria to Evaluaie Poems
"Mother to Son"
H-467000-81B-2,3

Age 13, Package 9, Exercise 7
Age 17, Package 9, Exercise 8

O

General Scoring Rationale:. Since the objective referring to
the evaluation of written moeks, states that "it is
important that -readers be able to articulate their
criteria" respondents should explain the reasons or
criteria for their evaluation. To be successful,
responses should provide examples from the text that
relate to those criteria. Plot-summary 'can be viewed
as Minimal suplidvrt for various criteria; however, the
best papers should also consider such aspects _,of the
text , as setting, plot and character development,
meaning/message, claritT of language, relevance or
believability.

Scoring Guide Categories:

I. First Categorization--Presentation and elaboration
of evAdence.

1 = No' criteria or evidence given; Respondent
copies, part of fhe text or gives a close
paraphrase or circular response, for example:
"It was good because it was good," "I liked
it," "I didn't like it," or "I've heard it
before." Nonsensical, or wildly inaccurate
statements are given.

2 = Gives a yague or unelaborated criterion. A

broad, sweeping generalization or personal
asseetion is made which does .not necessarily
have to restate the phrase "It was good/bad--."
This response almost could have been given in
absence of,having heard or read the' poem. It

could apply to almost , qiny. poem. It

was--exciting, interesting, had a good plot,
and so on (broad general adjectives).
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3 = Retells or gives summary or one vague criterion
with synopsis as evidence. The summary may
refer to part or all of the poem; it may be
cryptic or lengthy and well written. This
includes Any citing of content of poem (as long
as it is nod basically copying).

4 = Gives two or more unelaborated criteria.
Responses contain two or more generalizations
or personal assertions. (These are longer
"2s.")

= Gives one criterion elaborated with evidence.
Respondent gives one criterion, generalization
or personal assertion that is supported with
evidence other than retelling or plot summery ;"
it may or may not, be accompanied by

:unelaborated criteria. (It was interesting
because .; resPondent gives something other --

than plot summary.)

6 = Gives two criteria elaborated ..with evidence.
Respondent gives two or more criteria,
generalizations or personal assertions at least
two of which are supported with evidence7657F
Inn retelling or plot summary;. these may or
may not be accompanied by unelaborated
criteria. NOTE: Once 'a paper meets. the
criteria listed fora ft4," "5" or "6" it does
not matter" if that response is also accompanied
by plot summery.

NOTE: The following types of papers were
claSsified as indicated and received no further
scoring:

0 = No response.

7. = Illegible or illiterate.

8 = Totally off task.

9 = "I don't know."

II.. Second/ CategorizationBasis of evidence. Code
presence or absence for each of the following:

1 = Content. The evidenceis based on the content.
711-117 text; for examplee: "It was about the
crystal stair."
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2 m Form. The evidence is based on the langOge,
iTge or =instruction of the text, for example:
"There was so many misspelled words" or "Poems
are supposed to rhyme."

3 .1 Subjective reactions. These are responses that
judge the worth bf all or part of the text, or
give personal opinions about the actions of the
characters, the believability of the plot, the
moral of the poem', or the genre, such as: "I
like poetry."

NOTE: ,Second categorization is only for papers
with primary categorizations of "2" through "6."
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H-469000-81B-3

Read the poem below. Then write an essay about an important idea or theme

of the poem. In your essay tell how such things as the images, events, sound

and structure contribute to this idea or theme. We are interested in what you

have to say, not your spelling and punctuation. Write your essay on the lines

provided on the next two pages. You will have 9 minutes to read the poem and

write your response.

i was you

i smiled
your smile
till my mouth
was set
and my face
was tight
and it wasn't right
it was wrong
i was you baby
i was you too long

i said
your words
till my throat
closed up
and i had
no voice
and i had
no choice
but to do your song
i was you baby
i was you too long

i lived
your life
till there was
no me
i was flesh

was hair
but i wasn't there
it was wrong
i was you baby
i was you too long
and baby baby
the worst thing
to it
is that you let me
do it
so who was weak
and who was strong
or too long baby

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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W 469000-R13-3

(Continued)

IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE, CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE.



H-469000-31E1-3

(Continued)
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!MEP NO.:

Exercise Type:

Rassacis Type:

3979,r80 Objective:

1979-80 Suboblective:

map Scoring:

Ages

National Resulti:

1979-80
`Package Exercise:

Total Time in Seconds:

' Source information:

8-'469000-B1B-3 *

Open ended

Literary / poems

Responda to written w r a in
inte

Analyzes written works

Hand Scored

00 A 1.94
01 A 12.44
.02 A 57.85
04 A 18.;96

06* A 4.65
07 A li .83
08 A ,.57

09 A .75

\

0508

.0570

"i was youel. from Cl. by WAY TO
WHERE by rori Previa PUblisbPd by
Saturday irinv-Press, 197i. Used
by permission of the publish r.

The range of response codes for this exercise has been
condensed slightly, so thit score points 2 and 3 have
teen combined into 2, and 5 and .6 have been ccmbinekinto
6*. 6* is considered acceptable, all other responses are
unacceptable.



SCORING GUIDE -- RESPONDING TO LITERATURE
ANALYZING LITERATURE,

Hi was you"
N-469000-B18-3

Ago 17, Package 5, Exercise 8

GeneralSaoring Rationale: The objectives state that
students should be abbe to turn to a text and attend to
special aspects, such as the stylistic conventions
employed, the format, structure or .areas of multiple
meaning. A successful analysis goes beyond
interpretation, providing a theme or meaning, and
discusses in what way particular features-images,
sounds, events and structure--of the poem contribute to
the theme.

Scoring Guide Categories:

1 = No Shalysis. These responses only evaluate the poem
or 'its features or ,make empty or glancing references.
.to various features. ,Examples are: ,"All and all
this poem was pretty and I' enjoyed it," "It did have
a lot of 'phrases that rhymed," "The poem presented
poor images and'events," "The structure wad catchy,
or "The' sound is your singing a song."

Some ,category lit" responses do include' brief
allusions to the poem. Howeverc these mentions of
text are not considered synopiis. Also, .mildly
inaccurate' interpretations of the poem and
nonsensical responses should be 'placed in this
categori,.

2 = Synopsis. These responses mainly retell or summarize
the Poem. Although.some_may include.evaluations and
empty or glancing: references to other features,
sometimes a, brief slroolisis can .be'embedded,in an
evaluation. If so, place it in categorY 112.1\ The
same is.true:of soMe.references tO.images. When the
meaning of an image iS,nOt.given, but.-part of the
poemis repeated, then. the:; can .be placed in
category"2.", Alsol'responSes that include glancing
references', to .a number of features'inCluding events-
shduld' be. placed in this categort. In:summaryi7Tw7w
response at least,retells, summarizes, or' 'refers to
particular -,parti'.of. the I)oem. However, it does
little else of sUbstance in terms of analyzing the
Poem.



3 = Theme. These responses state an idea or theme of the
ViiiT but do little of substance. They do not

include synopsis or relevant discussions of other
feaWres. Some may incl(ide evaluations, glancing
references to features, or "philosophizing" about
their theme that is not particularly relevant to the

poem. In other words, some "3" responses may, wort
on tangents (initiated by the theme) which are not

text based. A paper with no theme statement, but a
substantive statement of- one feature other than
events should also be placed in this category. For

example: "An image is given." Some themes are: "It

presented the idea of weakness in people,11 ,"The basic
idea of the poem is how love hurts when misused or

mishandled0 "The theme is that you should not try to
be somebody else," or "Always be your, own person."

With a poem'in particular, the difference between'

"synopsis" and "theme" is often a fine distinction.
Yet the basic difference is whether or pot the
idea/message is stated. as a generalization. Synopsis
can invorve hypotheses about _meaning yet this is
usually interpretation mot generalization, for

example: "I think it means he/she lost his/her
identity." Also, some "3" responses elaborPte their
generaLization to th6 point of directly referring to
paets of the poem, such as: "By living by someone
else's feelings, views, likes, and dislikes, talks
and walks, you do not have an identity of your own."
However,- these should_ still be placdd-in category
19.

4 = Minimal evidence of analysis. Some if these

responses state .an idea or theme of the poem and
relate events in the poem (plot summaries may be

quite thin) . References ,'to specific parts of the
text qualify as synopsis. Other responses placed in

this category discuss at least two features, one can
be events (synopsis), in a substantive menner--
however, there is no statement of theme.

S = Evidence of analysis. These responses state an idea

or theme of the poem and include a substantive
statement about at aeast one feature other than

events (synopsis). For example, the structure might
be discussed, such as: "The short lines and the
choice of words suggest that this person is still not
himself"- or "The structure, of this poem brought a'
melody of music, as though it werq the lyrics of a

soft-spoken song of tearful anger." These responses
may also include synopsis or any of .the other
characteristics of papers placed in db..tegories "1-4."

LC
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However, the major drawback with category "5" papers
is that they may be brief (include only one
substantive statement), or, if they do include
discussions of several features, the features
explained or even elaboratO do not all relate or
refer bank to .the idea/theme proposed in the
response. The relationship between the.stated theme
or idea of the poem and the discussion of the
features is not explicit or even readily implicit.

6 Integrated analysis. These responses state an
idea/theme and discuss at least two features, one can
be events (synopsis), in a substantive manner. They
often have the components of "5" papers, yet the
discussion of the features does relate to the
proposed ideattheme. These are coherent, organized
responses.

NOTE: The following types of paperi were classified as
indicated and"redeived no further scoring:

0 = No response.

\7 = Illegible or illiterate.

8 = Totally off task.

9 = "I don't know."

tt,
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H-841000-81B-1,2,3

What makes a good story? List three things, on the lines below.
Age 9 9.5 - 14.3 2.6 13.8 2.6 1.0 36.1 6.3 13.8

Age 13 2.1 0.0 20.4 3.7 20.7 13.3 0.2 30.9 5.6 3.0

Age 17 2.2 - 21.9 3.1 25.5 19.5 0.0 25.4 1.6 0.8
1.

Age 9 29.3 - 11.1 2.8 11.3 1.4 0.6 25.5 6.4 11.6
Age 13 7.3 0.0 20.5 5.3 21.6 10.3 0.2 27.0 5.2 2.5

2.
Age 17 5.3 - 23.5 5.5 20.8 14.5 - 27.3 1.6 1.6

Age 9 50.8' - 7.4 2.2 6.3 0.6 .0.4 19.3 3.7 9.4
Age 13 20.3 0.0 16.3 7.2 15.4 5.7 '0.1 27.8 3.8 3.4

3
Age 17- 14.9 - 19.7 9.0 17.0 7.2 - 29.3 1.4 1.4

00 01 02 03 04 05 . 06 07 08 09

Levels

Level 1

Age 9

Age 13

Age 17

9.5

2.1

2.2

31.4

52.4'

66.1

1.5

2.0

1.4

0.4

3.8

2.4

57.2

39.8

27.8

Age 9 29.3 25.0 1.2 0.4 44.1

Level 2 Age o 7.3 50.4 3.5 318 35.0

Age 17 5.3 57.9 3.5 2.8 30.5

Age 9 50.8 14.S 1.2 0.3 32.8

Level 3 Age 13 20.3 3-,2 4.7 2.7 35.1

Agri .7 14.9 41,.6 5.1 2.7' 32.1

OM.

00 0% 02 03 08
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DO NOT CONTINUE
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NAEP No.:

Exercise Type:

1979-80 Objective:

H. : 10-B1H-123

Open Ended

Responds to written works in
interpretive and evaluative ways

1979-80 Subobiective: Evaluates written works

NAEP Scoring: Hand Scored

Ages 09 11 17

1979-80
Package Exercise: 1104 1405 1005

Total Time in Seconds: 6064 0066 0064



SCORING GUIDE--RESPONDING TO LITERATURE
EVALUATING LITERATURE

Qualities of Good Literature
"Good Story"

H-841000-131B-1,2,3
Age 9, Package 11, Exercise 4
Age 13, :'ackage 14, Exercise 5
Age-17, Package 10, Exercise 5

Scoring Guide Categories:

I. First Categorization Description of type of
qualities listed.

0 = No response.

1 = Relationship between form and content.
Respondents may state that the dialogue is
compatible with the topic, for example.

2 r. Content: Respondents may refer to one.or more
of ,the,,folloliing types of content: mystery,
westerns, fantasy, adventure danger,- action;
humor, suspense, romance, 41.ama, any reference
to theme, or excitemeLt

3 = Form. Respondents mentiorm soMe aspect of form,
17.16E as: high' strong words,. vivid
lanu,47e, suspenseful Jeginning, length, style,
cowroulnion of the text, or happy ending.

4 = Sub.lekle 76..tion. Respondents give a

st°,1161: To one effect that a good story
shoyld woke a subjective reaction ,.of one of
the following types: sensible, interesting,
'intelligent, funny, imaginative, dramatic,
suspenseful, or adventurous.

5 74. Unelaborated featuris of genre. -Respondents
Fire-i--t-FraWc7r the following characteristics:
plot, character, setting--with or without
redundant "good."

6 = Naming of a specific story or author.
Respondents list a particular title or author.

276



= Undetermined or circular. ,These are responses
where you cannot determine. whether the quality
is one of,content or form; or the answer is

. circular, for example: the writer, author,
good author, good literature, good writing,
good words, the title, the ending, language, or
good subject.

8.= References to format. :Respondents list some
qualify related to format, for example:
neatness, commas, quotation, indentations,
capital letters, summary, controlling idea, or
has a title.

9 = Other. Responses are totally off task,
legible, illiterate, "I don't know," or 'other
nonsense.

II. Second Categorization,evel of othe qualities
listed. , ,

.
, .

1 = Identifies characteristics of work as a whole.
Responses refer to sex, violence, human,
adventure, catchy title, dialogue, plot, or
setting.

2 = Analyzes the way the text works. Respondent
states ideas, such as: use of foreshadowing or
irony, sentences are to the point, the tension
rises, enthusiastic words are used, surprise
ending is effective.

3 = Makes siatemcns about the meaning or theme.
Respondent vikes, statements, such as: - "It
makes me think ";'' "It has a good moral"; "It
expresses yo feelings":-or "It has meaning,

N

meaningfulness."

NOTE: This categorization only applies to papers
rated "1" through "5" for tEFTirst categorizatAon.
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H-84rf0Q-B1B- 1 3

What makes a good
'Age 9 11.0
, Age 13 5.6

1.
Atje 17 3.3

poem? List three things oftthe lines below.
0.0
0.0
0.0

Agsi 9 32.0 -
Age 13 13.5 0.0

2.
Age 17 7.8 0.1.

Age 9 51.8
Age .13 30.6 0.0
Age 17 Z.8 0.0

00 01

Level l

.Level 2

leve1.3.

8.6 34.9. 6.2 0.2 0.8 21.1 3.7 12.5
8.4 48.2 8.2 0.6 0.3 20.6 3.2 4.8

11.1 38.1 16.5 1.0 - 27.4 0.8 1:7

7.7 13.2 9.7 0.2 0.5' 20.'6 6.0 10.2
10.3:'21.9 15.0 0.8 0.3 '26.1. 6.4 5.7
12.6 '27.5 ]..0 0'.7 - 29.2 1.2 1.8

5.5 6.3 6.3 0.1 0.3 16.4 5.0 -8.4
8.8 13.5 12.8 0.5 0.2 19.8 7.2 6.7

12.5 16.1. 20.6 0.8 - 27.2 1.2 1.8

02 ,'03 04 05 06 07 08 09

levels

Age 9 .11.9 48.2 1.2 0.6 38.1

Age . 5.6 60'.9 -2.1 28.9

3.3. 54.3 ;3.7 8.7 30.0

Age 9 32.0 29.0..- 1.4 0.4 37.2

Age 13. 13.5 '42.0 3.1 1.? 38.5 .

Age 17 7.8 45.7.. 4.7 = 9.6 32-.2.

Age 9 51.8 16.5 1.1 .0.6 30.1.

Age 13.

Age 17

30.6

19.8.

.30.5,

38.6

2.2,,

2.6

3.0

8.9

33.8

30.2

:'00 01 02 .03 .08

bo NOT ,CONTINUE
UNTIL TOLD . TO DO SO.



-VAEP No.:. 8-842000-B1B-123

Exercise Type: Open Ended

1979-80.0jective: Responds to written works in
interpretive .and evaluative ways

1979 -80 Subobjective:

NAEP'ScOring: Hand Scored

Evaluates written works

Agee 13

1979.780-
-Package Exercise: 1008 0810

_17

0808

.Total Time in,-Seconds: 0065 0066 0065



SCORING GUIDE--RESPONDING TO LITERATURE
EVALUATING LITERATURE .

Qualities of Good Literature-
"Good Poem"

H-842000-131B-112,3
Age '9, Package 10, Exercise 8
Age 13, Package 8, Exercise' 10,
Age 17,, Package 8; Exercise 8

,Scoring Guide Categories:

I. First Categorization--Description of type of
qualities listed. .

0 = No response.

1 = Relationship between form and content.
Respondents may state the rhyme pattern is
compatible with the topic, for example.

2 = Content. Respondents may refer to one or more
of the following types of content: mystery,
westerns, fantasy, adventure, danger, action,
humor, suspense, romance, drama, any reference
to theme, or excitement.

3,=_Form. Respondents mention some aspect.ofform,
such as: good rhyme, high point,- strong words,
vivid language, suspenseful beginning, length,-
style,, construction of the . text, or happy
ending.

4 = Subjective reaction. Respondents give a

statement to the effect that a poem should
lb. evoke a subjective reaction of one of the

following types: sensible, interesting,
intelligent, funny, imaginative,- dramatic,,
suspenseful, or adventurous.

5 = Unelaborated features -of genre. Respondents

refer to one of the following char:acteristics:

plot, character, setting--with or without
redundant "good."

6 = Naming of a specific poem or poet. Respondents
list a particular poem or poet.

312



7 = Undetermined or circular. 'These are responses
where. you cannot determine whether the, quality
is one of content or form, or the answer is
circular, for example: poet, good poet, good
literature, good writing, good words, the
title, the ending, language, or good subject.

8 = References,to format.- Respondents list some
quality related to format, for example:
neatness, commas, quotation, indentations,

,capital letters, summary, controlling idea, or
has .a title.

Other. Responses are totally off task,
it egi'ble, illiterate, "I don't know," or other.
nonsense.

II. Second CategorizationLevel of the qualities
listed.

1 = Identifies characteristics of work as a. whole.
Response's refer to sex, violence, human
-adventure, catchy title, dialogue, good rhythm,
plot, or setting.

2.= Analyzes the way .the text works. Respondent
states ideas,-such as: use of foreshadowing or
irony, the tension rises, enthusiastic words
are used, or surprise ending is effective.

3 = Makes statements about the meaning or theme.
Respondent makes statements, such as: "It
makes me. think"; "It has .a good moral"; "It
expresses your feelings"; or has meaning,'
meaningfulness;"

NOTE: This categorization only applies to papers
rated "1" through "5" for tnTirst categorization.
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4-200005-42B-4
r You are going to be asked to write a composition about a poem. I will

read the poem to yoti as you read it to yOurself. When we have read the

poem carefully, write a composition in which you discuss the poem. We

are more interested in what you hi;ve tO y than in how wall you say it.

Put the title of the poem at the top of the next page.

Check ,

The Night was creeping on the ground!
She crept and did not m___al_sejuounar_____

Until she reached the tree: And then
She covered it, and stole again

Along the glass beside the wall!
- - I heard the rustling of her shawl

As she threw blackness everywhere
Along the sky, the ground, the air,.

And in the room where I was hid':
But, no matter what she did-

.
To everything that was without
She could-not put my candle out!

So I stared at the Night: And she
Stared back solemnly at me!

James Stephens

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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(Continued)

DO NOT CONTINUE
UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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1

MAIN No41 . 41400005-22D-2 *
,I

3c0tclisos Types 01011 Inded

1\979-80, 0b14citives Respondseto written works in
i terpretive and evaluative ways

1979-80 Subobjectives A Plies Personal experience or,
k owledge,of other works or fields
of study to written woks

1974-71,Objectivel

1970-71 Theme:

NAEP Scoring:

Ages

National Results:

1979-80
Paakage

.1970-71
Tackage Exercise:

TOtal Time in

T, opes lingaged in', Finds Meanings
i and 3valuates a Work of
Liiteraturo

Responding to Literature

Hand Scored

01
00
01
02
03
04
06

P
P
P
P
P
P

071 P
08!P
09 P
88
01EG
01 PR
01 EN
01 ET
01 #_IN

01 1GN
01 AN
01 1QW

01 IE NT

Sechindat

90.17
2.95
3.86
.83

1.48
56.71

.43
5.34
.44

21.09
6.87
6.30
4.85

11.76
69.47

.04
1.13

21.49
2.57.

35.07

1008

0917

0644



Source nformaiiont 'fiCheck by Oases Stephens. Used'
by permission of Macmillan
Publishing Co., Inc,, fto
COLLECTED POEMS of dames Stephens.
Copyright , 1915 by Macmillan
Publishing Co., lac', renewed 1943
by James Etephens.

* The range of response codes for this exercise is quite
broad, and' the letter codes on this page tend to refer
back, to the corresponding'codes, on the scoring guide.
Exceptions are the "R" code, which represents the total
Permintmge of reePenees judged to be ratable,, and the
values associated with the ulou code, which indicate the
frequency with which each of the nulietous response
categories was selected as being predominant.



A

SCORING GUIDE-. E PONDINO TO LITERATURE

dowel Responding
"Check

4.200005.228.2
Age 13, Packet. 10, Exorcise 8

General Scorin Rationale: There are several major ways to

et un ere an g of a written work. Respondents
can, use ,.awareness' of emotional impodt, pereonal
expel' once And knowledge of other works to intorret,
provide 'meaning, evaluate and analyse the text. A

content. enlarge of the responses not only provides
information about which internal resources respondente
tend to draw upon to help their understanding of
written works, but also the cognitive. skills they

choose to demonstrate when given an opportunity to
reaponCfrgely. It is expected that the results may be
highly text dependent. Also, the bet,ter responses
should move beyond plot ,summary and retellina to

provide meaning, evaluation and particularly analys%a.

Soorint Guide Categories:

Descriptive information: Code each type as present or

absent. Code one type as predominant.

ED Egoeentrio.Responses are not text based, but
are text 'relevant., Respondent writes a letter or
poem rot' his own\ or writes .another,poem (or

excerpts) that he has memorized.' Other types
of statements categorized here are: "I never
knead `poetry," "I'm not good with poems," or "A

%check on a piece of paper because he got the
answer wrong.

PR = Personal. Respondent-.identifies with characters,
make Judgments.about actions of characters or

give advige, for example: "I feel that the poet .
is right:" Also, statements are made such as:
"I like poems; about nature.," "I wish I could
write a poem,liivo that," or "This is not my kind,

Of poem." NA,
/,

356
352



EM = EmotiOnal. Respondent-attributes emotions to the
text or makes a direct statement of emotion, for
example: "The poem was sad," "It's touching,"
"It had a funny feeling," "It was very dramatic,"
"It was a spooky poem," or "It was a mysterious.
poet:a."

RT = Retelling. Respondent summarizes or paraphrases
the poem (or parts of it) using specific words
from the poem. Respondent lives a synopsis,
overview or brief description of the potm or
part(s) of it. (Disregard inaccuracies.)

IN = Inferencint. Respondent goes beyond the text and
provides motivations for characters.

GN Generalization. Respondent attributes meanings
to the poem, suchas: "You shouldn't close your
mind to anything unknown," or "It'means that the
world is suddenly e check of darkness."

AN = Analysis. Respondent discusses the. language or
strGcture of the poem, for example: "The poem
doesn't rhyme," "The poem seems more like a

story," "The night seemed, like a witch," "It
could have more details and not so many long
words," "The author makes the night sound like a
real person you could reach out and touch," "I
didn't see any misspelled words," or "It wasn't
long enough."

OW = Other works. Respondent classifies the work as
to genre or type. Respondent compares the poem
to other works or art forms, such as: "It's not
like a poem I've seen before," "I think it's a
good soap opera," or "It was like a mystery."

EV = Evaluation. Respondent Judges the worth of the
work* for example: "It was stupid," "I don't
like it," "I didn't understand it," "It doesn't
make sense," "It is nicely written," "It was not
exciting or sad," or "It has no meaning."

NOTE: In addition tt 'le papers which were considered
rateable (1 = rateabl, and which were analyzed using
the categories described above, some papers were not
considered rateable and these were placed in one of
the following classifications:

3 E57



= 'No response:.

2 = Noprateable. Copies or circular.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

Totally off task.

9 2 "I don't know."
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Score Point PR (Cont.)..
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4-200008-2213-3

Write a composition in'which you discuss this poem. We are more interested

in what you have to say than in how you say it

Into my heart an air that kills
From yon far country blows:
What are those blue remembered hills,
Whet spires, what farms are those?

That is the land of lost content,
I see it shining plain,,
The happy highways where I went
And cannot come again.

A .E. Housman, 1890

PLEASE CONTINUE UN THE NEXT PAGE
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(Continued).
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IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE, CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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NAEP No.: .

Exercise Type;

1979-80 Objective:

1979780 Subobjective:

4-2,00008-228 -3 *

Open 'Ended

Responds to written works in
interpretive and evaluative gays

Applies personal experience or
0 knowledge of other works or fields

of study to written works

1970-71 Objective:

le

1970-71 Theme:

NAEP Scoring:

Ages

Becomes Engaged in, Finds Meanings
in, and Evaluates a Work of
Literature

Responding to titerature.

Hand Scored
a

o

Nationhl Results: 01 R.

00 P
89.38
7.72

01 P 3.57
P 1.19

03 ).. .23
04 P. 34.9
05. P 71.14
06 P 1.75'
07. P
08 P .11 ."

0.9 -7.55
P .25

11 P, .26,
88 P 2.87
01 EG 5.65
01' PR 4,15
01 EM
01 RT 17.59
01 IN 76.16
01 GN ,4.35
01 AN 4.83
OI OW .40.
01 EV- 15,35_
01 X 1.00
01 '.Y .95
01: Z .11'

,393
389



, 1 '4

19798410'°
Package ,Exercises

,19704.71
Packmqe Exercisd:

Total Time infleconds:
Sou'rce Inf (ems tion

41,

44

1

1010

0211f

0433

Ekcerpt Eros "A Shropihire Lad"
-Authorised Edition- from THE
COT,LECTED POEMS OF A, E., HOtISMAR'..
CopyFight 191901940, 1965 by
Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Copyright © 1967, 1968 by Robert
E. Symons, Reprinted ky permission
of Holt, R4.nehaLt ling, Winston,
Publishers.

* The , range of response codes for thrs exercise is quite
bioad, and the letter codes an this page tend to refer
back ?to the corresponding codes on the scofing guide.
Exceptions are the HRH code, which represents the total
percentage of, responses judged to be ratable,; and' the

. values associated with the "*Plo code, which indicate., the
frequency with which each of the numerous response
;categories: was selected. as being predominant.

a



SCORING GUIDE....RESPONDI,0 TO LITERATURE .

General ReaRonding
"Into My Heart"
4.20000842813

Age 17 ,Paokage 10, Eilerciae 10
9

11

A

General Scoring Rtion0are: There are several major ways to
:deepen of a written work., Respondents
oan use awareness t emotional impact; , personal
experience and knowledge of other Works to interpret,
prowide,meaning evaluate and analyze 'the text. A
content analysis of the responses not only provides
'information about whidh internal"resources Tespondents,
tend to draws upon to help. their ',understanding of

rwr4ten works, but also the o'ognitive skOls they
choose to demonstrate when given an °Opportumity to
respond freely.. It is 'expected that"the'resulta may be
highly text dependent.: . Also, the better responses
should move got summary and ..ritelling to
provide meaning, evaluation and particularly analysis:

Sciming &Aide Categories:
.

Descriptive information: Code aoh type as present 'or
absent. Cod

e
e one type al predominant.

EG' = Egocentric.. Response& are not text lbased, but
' .' are text relevant Respondent writes a 'letter or

poem .of his -own f. or writei "another poem (or, .

excerpts) that he eshas memorized; Other' types
of statements. categorized here are: "I,never
read 'poetry," "I'm not good with poems," or "I
love thi, beachit 'helps me put my mind off
things." . . .

.
,

. 0 .
. ,

eR = Personallamaytic. Respondent 'gives Personal
reactions to content in an ana tic 'sense- -
identification with characters, ments About
actions of . chef-eaters , and advide giving,
obstrvations about the, way society. .should/ddes
work. Respondent states, for example: 01 might
have felt the. same thing;"" "It descr4bes my
feelings pf moving to a new state," or'r-lfeel'

I that the poem is right by talking about the 'real-
'prolllems.of air Polluon facing us."

395
, 391



Personal - :iobs11 neoponoent gives personal
s ro and content tn sense,

Examples wou d be statements of e flowing
type; "I like poems about nature," "I can relate
to this poem," "1 wish I could write poem. like
this," or "This is not my kind of poem,"

EM A Emot o at. RespOndent attributes, emotion!' or
OS Mil of mood to the text or% makes a direct

. statement of emotion. Examples would include;
N"The poem was sad," "It,'s touching," "It had a -

funny' feeling," "It was very dramatic," "It gave
a happy point of view," or "The ending makes you
feel sorry for him."

RT Retelling. Respondent summarizes or retells the
poem or part(s) of it. This can ,include
statement referencing specific words or lines.
(Disregard, inaccuracies.)

IN Inferencing, Respondent goes beyond the text and
providearmot4vations for characters or deve1925
action. It includes tent-based hypotheses qr
what did happen, or predictions about whet will
happen, for example: "The author is longing for
the home- he once had, "' or "A. E. Housman seems
to be talking about a country that has been badly

.damaged or destroyed."

GN a Generalization. Respondent derives general
meanings from the poem, such aa; "Inside a man's
heart live his fondest memories."

AN Analysis;;.-superfiOial. Respondent mentions
superficial characteristics of the text. This
includes 'concerns about format, 4for .example:
lone poem ,doesn't. rhyme ;" "The poem, seems more
like a story," "It dOesn't give the place and
time,"'"The author uses imaginative language," or
"There is a sense of lest beauty in the poem."

t
Y = Analysis -- elaborated. Respondent gives an° '0

elaborated or substantive discUssion of any Cne
of the following special features or literary
devices: plotr characters, setting, images,
sounds, and so on Included here are discussions
of .plot veracity, and:Aweaningfulness; such at:
"Even thoughHouseman wrote this poem in 1890, it
is still pertinent and meaningful 'today," 'or
"Each of us has memories of places and people we
would like to relive, but which time will not

UsAr."

392
306



OW '2 Other works-.genei-al. -Respondent classifies the
work as to- genre or type-and compares the poem to
other types of works or art forms ingeneral,
such is: "It's not like a poem I've ve seen
before," or "It is like a myth."

Z a Other worki-:.specific.r Respondent compares the
poem to a specific work which is mentioned by
title, such as: "The Bible describes.heaven this
way."

EV -= Evaluation.- Respondent_ludges_the_ worth or the
:work. This also includes such statements as:
"It is stupid," ''"I didn't like it," "It doesn't
make, sense," "It As nicely written," or "It is
imaginative."

NOTE: In addition to the papers which were considered
rateable (1 2 rateable) and which were analyzed using
the-. categories described above, some ;topers were .not
cohsidered rateable and these were placed in one of
the following classificationo:

0 2 No response.'

Q.= Non'rettable. Copies or circular.
v

7 2 illiterate.

8 = Totally 4)ff task..
'110.

9 = "I don't kno4.".

S.



Age 17

Score Point EG (Egodentric)

4 * * * 4 * *
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Age 17

Score Point EG (Cont.)
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Page 17

Score Point PR (PersonalAnalytic)



Age 17

Score 'Point PR (Cont.)
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Age 17

Score Point EM (Cont.)
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Score Point ST (Synopsis)
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Age 17

Score Point R2 (Cont.)



Age 17

Score Point RE' (Cont.)
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_Pip 17

Score Point IN (Cont.)



Age 17

Score Point IN (Cont. I
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Age 17

Si:ore Point AN (AnalysisSuperficial)
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Age 17

Score Point AN (Cont.)



Age n

Score Poirli AN (Cont.),



Age 17

Scare Point .A (Other hbrksGeneral)



Age 17

Score Point CH (Cont. )
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Aga 17

Score Point EV (Evaluation)
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Age 17

$c ^e itoint EV (Cont.)



Ns 17

Score Point X (PorsonalK31oba1)
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Ns 17

Soars Point X, (Cont.)
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Own Point X (Ont.)
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Age 17

*nye Point Y (na1,ysis-4114xaste4)
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Scare Feint Y (Conti!)
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Nie 17

°cc" Point Z (Cone,)
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.4-202002229-1

Here is a poem about which you are going to, be asked two

questions. I will read the poem to you as you read it to

yourself. When we have road the Oen* carefully, I will

read you the first question sod you are to.fill in the oval

beside the answer you think best. Then t will read the

second question to you and you are to write your answer in

the answer space.

As the sat .

climbed over
fltf of

1 la

tastorist

then
stepti

into the pit of
the empty
flowerpot

William Carlos Williams

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE



4-202002-2234 -

(Continued)

A. Which of the following do you think the poet Is really doing?

c::# He is worried ab"Out the cat.

c=o He is being mad at the cat.

c=4 He is being sad about the cat.

MD He is describing the cat's movements.

c= I don 't know.

What are your reasons for choosing your answer to

question A?

DO NOT CONTINUE
UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.



NAEp No.:

Exercise Type:

197940 Oblectivel

197940 Subch)lootive:

1970 -71 Objective:

,w/A771

Nip SOorino:

National Reiultsi

4-202002.228-1*

Part A -.1441tiple, Choice
Part 8 - On Ended ,

Responds 'to written VoEke in
interpretive, an '`IvainatiNe ways

,

Part et. written works
Part: derstinding of
iritten' ark* WO.
interpt*tat4 ,-

ite-Ctilias':'Engaged.,,in,, Finds. Neanings
Bark 'of

Literature

#001)OWIAmv,

4e
`,Bart

04'0! A
00 , B 4.0
01 '8' '10.4110.;
03 3'6.32 --
OS* B 148
07 8 37
08 13

09 8 7..83
01 BC 47.54
01 BP .32.
01 ESN 2.07
00 8N '4406
01 BN 36.32
02 BN 10.11
031, BN 1.32
04 BNB .05
08 BN 48.14

1979-80
Package Exercite: 0811

.1970-71
PaCkage Exercise: 0217

Sot al , Tire in seconds: 0234



Source Information: fros Willies ,oarlos
Willits's, COLLECTED EIELX/R POEMS.
Copyright 1938 by.Now Directions
lublishing Corporation. Reprinted
by'persission of New Direction's.

The range of response percentage values listed for the
open-ended portion of this exercise 'represent both
acceptable:xesponses, which,are marked with, 'an asterisk.
VW, and tinacceptable resPonies ethers). In
addition,- the score paints Hsailied :,,w4th the second
alphabetic codes- (C,F,SR or N) refer 11ick,tle-seCond
and third Categorizationion the scoring'
Ccontehti. Patera, reaction,Vof pieeeiuoeiidence.: F'o'r ,COivinienCiiicorc 'Points
anallialcbotir'doibineViitol,ahai0O0:11Ointsalid5
ha=ve .1).einidgliabiikell into5*.'14#*004ii'lw#2oat a
score' *O1.TharAhl-s6Orii4 *1404Hihv4e*ceitege:value
for soore00.tt'l-oi,tho doOmmentatioii,0401:Odtsists of
responses from score Toini=2' only.



SCORtiWGUIPE' RESPONDING, TO . LITERATURE
EXPLAINING 'RESPONSES TO LITERATURE

In ferenci ng
"Aa the CO"

4-202002-22B-1
Age 9, Package 8, Exercise 11

General" Scoring . Rations lei. Since the responding . to
literature ,ohAeotiv0V, was fortatilited to address,
"dellIperaiti,,ConapiPUakinda of interpretation,"
sUppesiful, 414, should the
nature, tlie'.'00eMhUtalaor-thould
explain th4:400100i1:0110babOr by relating:- it ,to:'Hthe

citing speci events
in the -te0'10::aPecial-aa0aPti-oftheleonatiu0tion of
the -tax

Sebring ,GuidiliCate

I. Firet,V'Cate PriiitioriSuhitantiation of choice
foifyinmu chAi00of exercisa.

.2 ,'ChPicw,,ia*unsuhstan, ia ed . RA!P,AnA.(1,4 tend to
,

,.

MoVA0a4;., cirp#X,Iert.64d01".9e,i)*ch,'110:,,, "It
nor

460A 4,\10Hiti,h or
aPiis aguereasons

-'14107 00

:ripprilro%!r "The'ay. it
.

the,

they move ants," "He
Beciuke was

.,talking,,:,,a0PutthO.Waiovements," "It,
likethecat!'0000***i""ItsoUndslike what
',happentelh, the :Ppe*,'0 end': so'` on ;','Or*1W only a*subjectleidti"assUbStantiatiOn.

, .,

= Choice .substantiated. with minimal evidence.
ReAponden,OksIPAUTiOe their choice( s) with

ii,only one reason i;,piaCa 'of ",'evidence 'related' to
the text.

A. Reason can' directly related to the text,
:forHekampla: -"BicaUSe_,he:' told the . cat' s

every movement "; "BecaUse show the
MoVementnelling hot4 the cat, movements
was"; " what the oat's
moVomentLtire'il'ilecause -11v did something";
,"That's: because :,the': cat is doing"; or
'saacaUie he has the words 'jamcloset,
forefoot, hind."



, .

Reason can
.be inferred' from 'the text, for

example: "Elecause'the cat jumped around."

C. Reason can be' inaccurate, if it is related
to the text, fOr example: "Worried,
because the cat might, fall", or "Because the
.cat was lost."

.
.

D. Reason can be based on personal experience
that is related to the text, such as: "He
worried because your mom worries about you
when you are not there."

E. Reason, -can refer to (but not retell)
sp'e'cifics places in the text, such as:
"Because of what it says in the last
paragraph.'"

Li .1 Choice, subttantiated. Resporidents ,substantiate'
their:ohoicets) With;'at least'L'-..two, ,reasons or

i.pieti:eit';':' of ,,, 'T ',Ay:id enee ,y, ,r el ated,,,t,o ,;:,,_the -text.
H91,./aOri4li,004416,9,Cil :presented cHin' an

inAc41Er:?:;t0P '''''" ',4i4iii5
ypee; , .

''.e41,1inii'. , how
-dielorqbedamitaPta,'08.', 'tits "Tail ,;a

het.',14-inOv,, If Ii
, '41.0 illiii4i-1111bg

put,';'
kanecri:rli
o it

if, 'eathoY ,4

t' . .,,

do , distinct- -note,4,,, ,,,.#, "'''''f#1'',
pct '';'''''

reason.
&atria' :0;:,:riiiike~,'6'.

1,;'.1.4 ''113* *.4.!iiilaiiCI'lli $4hiCi.i'3''a 1.A
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Illegibl'e'' or. illiterate.

= Totally off task.

"I don't know."

NOTE: There ii no score point 1 for this exercise.

II. Second CategorizationThe source of the evidende.
Code presence or'absence for each of the following:

1 = Content. The evidence is 'based on the content
inn 'EEr text.

Form. The evidence is based on the language,
style or. 'construction of, the text.

= Subjective reactions. Some responses judge the
worth ofall orypart of the text, for example:

'Oatike ''poitry" or "It vias interesting."
Persdriel opinionsi, about' the actions of the

04610** are Stated or. references to the
moial!'dftheF,Story or general Philosophical
'Statements: "Keep trying ."

NOTE: Content and form can he present only if

Primary ,categorization - is a "3" through "5";
subjective' reactions can be present 'in .papers
categorized "2"\ through '5.

III. ThirdCategorization--A count of the number of
reasons ',017Pieces oCeyidence. Categorization for
the! count "of:ditails is as" follows: (1)*, (2), (3),
(4)u (5), (6), 17'or more); NOTE: This, count onni
applies to paper's ,with Primary categorizationa'
"3" through "5"; :subjective reactions 'should at be
counted 03 reasons,or evidence.

ti
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is describing the.cat's movelenu.
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Here is a poem about which you are going to be asked two questions. I

will read the poem aloud as you read it to yourself. When we have read

the poem carefully, I will read you the first question and you are to

fill in the oval beside the answer you think best. Then I will read.the

second question to you and you are to write your answer in the answer

space.

The Closing of the Rodeo

The lariat snaps; the cowboy rolls
His/pack, and mounts and rides away.
Back to the land the cowboy goes.

P*mes of smoke from the factory sway
In the setting sun. The curtain- falls,
A train in the dgrkness pulls away.

Goodbye, says the rain, on the iron roofs.
Goodbye, say the barber poles.
Dark drum the vanishing horses' hooves.

William Jay Smith

Which of the following do you think describes the mood of this

poem?

dp Angry

cp Cheerful

C=4 Humorous

Sad

ctI\
I don't know.

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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(Continued)

B. What are your reasons for choosing your answer to question A?

OT CONTINUE
TOLD TO DO SO.
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NABP

ExerCise Type:

1979-80 Objective:

1979-80 Subobjective:

1970 -71 Objective :.

4- 202024- 22B -23 *

Part A - Multiple Choice
Part -B - open Ended

Responds to written works in
interpretive and evaluative ways

Part A -.Evaluates written works
Part E - Extends understanding. of
written 'works through
iMterpretation

Becomes Engaged in, Finds Meanings
in, and Evaluates a licrk of
Literature

1970-71-Themet---' Responding to Llterature

NAEP Scoring:

Ages

National Results:
.

1979 -80
Package Exercise:

1970-71-
Package Exercise:

Total Tile in Seconds:

Part A -
Part B -Hand

Machine Scored
Scored

12

04* A 82.40

_17

88.35
00 B 2.51 2.73
01 B 28.46 16.56

\03 B 32.05 37.90
05* B 32.18 41.24
07 B .29 .19
.08 B .17 .11

09\ B 4.34 1.29
01 'BC 63.70 77.34
01 BP .84 4.04
01h BSR 4.79 9.11
00 BN 2.51 .2.73
01,- BN ',1 32.08 37.90
02 BN 's 20.76 23.55
03 BN 8.07 11.55
04 BN 2.34 4.39
05 BN .92 1.32
06 BN .09 .28
07 BN .15
08 BN 33.23 18.14

0711 0709

0617 0419

0236 .0357



Source Information; "The Closing. ,of the Rodeo".
.Reprinted from NEW AND SELECTED
POEMS by William Jay Smith.
Copyright CD 1947, 1970 by
William Jay Smith and used, by
permission of the publisher,
Delacorte Press/Seymour Lawrence:

* The range of response percentage values listed for the
open-ended portion of this exercise represent both
acceptable responses, which are marked with an asterisk
(*), and unacceptable responses (all cthers) . In
addition, the score points marked with the second
alphabetic codes (C;F,SR or N) refer back to the second
and third categorizations on the scoring guide.
C=content, F=form, SR=subjective reaction, and N=number
of pieces of evidence. For convenience, score points 1

and 2 have been combined into 1, and score points 4 and 5
have been ccmbined into 5*. For exercises without a
score point 1 on the scoring guide, the percentage value
for score point 1 on the documentation-page consists of
responses from score point 2 only.

443
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SCORING GUIDE--RESPONDING TO LITERATURE
EXPLAINING RESPONSES TO LITERATURE'

./nferencing--Mood
"Rodeo"

.
4-202024-22B-2,3 f

Age 13, Package 7, Exercise 11
Age 171 Package 7, Exercise 09

'General Scoring Rationale: Since the responding to

literature objective was formulated to address
"deliberate, conscious kinds of interpretation," a

successful response not only should identify the mood
but also should explain the given interpretation by
relating =it to the text. Evidence can be given by
citing specific events in the .text or spedial aspects.
of the construction of the text.

Scoring Guide Categories:

I. Firsts Categorization--Substantiation of mood.

2 = Mood is unsubstantiated. Respondents do not
substantiate their choice(s) with evidence from
the text. Responses tend to provide: 1)

circular evidence such as "It'was sad because
it was sad";2) a copy or close paraphrase of
the text; 3) vague reasons like "The way it/

sounds," "The way the author wrote it," "The
,words used,","The way it is made," and so on;
or 4) r only a subjective reaction as
substantiation.

3 = ,Mood' substailtiated. with minimal evidence.
Respondents substantiate their, choice(s) of
mood with only one reason or piece-of evidence
related to the texf.

A. Reason can be directly related to the text,
such as: "It' was sad, because he was all
alone."

Reason can be inferred from the text, such'.

as: "Sad, because the cowboy lost the
rodeo."



C. Reason can be inaccurate, if it is related
to the text, such as: "Humorous, because
the cowboy rolls" or "Sad, because of
pollution."

D. Reason can be based on personal experience
that is related to the text..

E. Reason can refer to. (but not retell)
specific places in the text, such as:
"Because of what it says in the last
paragraph." NOTE: "The way he read it" is
not a reason, since it is not related to
the text.

= Mood substantiated.; Respondents substantiate
their dhoice(s) of mood. with at least two
reasons or pieces of evidence related to the
text. However, the evidence may be presented.
in an ambiguous fashion or be of the types.
described in 3C -3g. Reasons must be distinct

_

not instances of, the same reason. It may take,
for example, two'bits of information to make a
single point such as: "(Sad) because he liked
to be in the rodeo, but it,was over."

= Mood substantiated- in a coherent fashion.
Responaentra, substantiate their choice(s) of
mood with at least two reasons or Pieces of
evidence clearly related to the text=-directly
related, or can be readily inferred. The
reasons are presented logically and coherently:

NOTE: The fallowing types of papers were
classified as indicated and received no further
scoring:.

0 = No response.

7 = Illegible or illiterate.

8 = Totaily,.Offtask.

9 = "I ,don't known

NOTE: There is no score point 1 for:this exercise.

II. -Ssond Categorization--The source of the evidence.
Code presence or absence for each of. the following:

o

1 = Content. The evidence is based ,on. the 'contentMit text, for example: "Everything got
dark."



2 s Form. The evidence, is based\on 'the language,
awe or construction of the text, for example:
"It. has slow, low talk.,

3 s Sub active reactions,. These are responses that
ge.'tFie word off' all or part\of,the text,, for

example: "I dislike poetry, "It was
interesting," or "It was monotonous." Personal
opinions- about the actions o\f the characters
are stated or references to the moral of the
story oe general philosophical statements, such
as; "Keep trying."

NOTE: Content or form can be presen only if the

primary cetegorization is a "3" through "5";
subjective reactions can be prese t in papers
categorized "2" through "5."

III. ,Third Categorization--A count 'of the number, of
reasons or pieces of evidence. CategCrization for
the count of details is as follows: ,( ), (2), (3),

A , (4), (5), (6), (7 or one). NOTE:. This count only
applies to papers win primary categ rization=
"3" through 5"; subjective reactions should not' be
counted as reasons or' evidence.
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Score Poink 5 (Cont. )
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